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Campus Security cracks down
Students should be aware that
campus security "will intervene
with things that interfere with student education, namely alcohol
and marijuana abuse" ,says
William Clayton, provinional chief
in command of eight officers.
Clayton said he and his men are
obligated by law to enforce violatior.s regarding consumption of
alcohol and marijuana by any and
all studenis.
Clayton said, "70-80 students at
dorm keg parties is unreasonable
and so many people in such small
quarters such as a Barto Hall dorm
causes personal space violations
and fights easily break out."
Although there have been no ar·
rests, Clayton reports there h~ ·
been many verbal warnings a.

some citations issued in the dorm
area, dealing for the most part
with alcohol consumption.
"Most of the problems arise
when students under the age of 21
take freedom and forget _ the
responsibility," Clayton said.
Noted were students openly drinking without any respect for the law,
touring campus ca~rying visible
six-packs and half cases of beer
and general beer-drinking
rowdiness.
Clayton stressed that students
cannot drink in public or open any
contqiner of alcohol in public.
When ~l{ed about the rumored
· c~
gh" policy towards
dr.
1ayton replied, "We do
.e dorms unless we have
ousiness.·'

cans of beer on a six-pack ring with
ourselves."
rootbeer
and then gave us a ticket
Mary Lisa Keller, 19, another
Barto resident, said, "They (cam- for minor in possession and conpus security) patrol Barto every sumption of alcohol," Keller said.
night and peer into your window if Keller admitted he had one of the
it is open.'' She was also issued a beers earlier but did not undersverbal warning for allegedly con- tand the instructional search.
When asked by the Campus Crier
tributing a glass of liquor to a
friend. Miss Keller found it hard to if the officers had been physically
understand how officers from long involved .with the search, Keller
distances can peer though opaque replied, "Yes, they lifted up our
seats and were looking for beer."
objects to identify alcohol.
Robert Keller, another student, He added, "The officers were rude
told how he was stopped while driv- to us at first and nice towards the
ing on Campus Drive, asked for his end after they realized how
license and registration and was ridiculous the situation was.''
Pat Smith, 19, Jackie's room- then instructed to remc;>ve articles
Is it enforcement or harassmate, said, "I was totally frighten- from his car while officers ''visual- ment? It all depends on your point
ed.'' She also added, ''As long as ly searched it with flashlights".
of view ..Some students believe it is
we are not going to cause a comharassment. Campus security
believes it is enforcement.
motion, I feel we can ~ ·handle "The officers found two stale
Some students however, believe
the campus police go beyond
themselves to enforce the drinking
laws. Jackie Hartsoch, 19, who
lives in Barto, says the ·campus
security officers on foot "looked irito our window", She then descri~
ed how the officers knocked and
were admitted to her room while
they stated, "We could have just
come in". The officers asked for
identification and then proceeded
to warn the students that "a minor
in possession of alcohol is over a
$100 fine".

Health Center opens for business
by Cindy Phipps

I

Central . Washington University
has a variety of facilities to offer
: .its' students, one of which is the
Student ·Health Center. Located
across ·the street from ~;isner
Hall, the Student Health Center
provides primary health care as
well as. a Women's Clinic for
students currently enrolled at
C.W,U ..
The Health Center is staffed by a
physicbm, lab x-ray technician,
registered nurses, family nurse
practioner, and womens health
care nurse specialist. Their services include general outpatient
care, allergy shots, sports and
regular physicals upon appointment, physical therapy including
whirlpool, hydroculator, and ultrasound, x-rays, management of
acute and chronic illnesses, minor
emergencies and the
Womens

Clinic.
The Womens Clinic is mainly r.un
by Sally Thellen, a Womens Health
Care Nurse Practioner, Susan Hill,
Family Nurse Practioner, and Linda McDicken, an RN who does the
campus health education in the
form of dorm talks and workshops.
The Nurse Practioner and Nurse
specialist are both registered
nurses who have received advanced training and certification in
specific health care areas.
The '1bjeciive of the Womens
Clinic is to educate men and·
women to basic reproductive
anatomy and physiology and offer
medically approved contraceptive
methods. Information and education on birth control, cancer ·
screening and sexually transmitted disease testing, annual
physical exams and short term
problem counseling are all a part
of the services provided by the
Womens Clinic.
The Health Center is open only
Monday through Friday and the

hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., except they are closed from 12 to 1 for
lunch. The M.D. is on duty from
9a.m. to 12 noon and 1: 30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m.. Students are required to
display a .currently validated ASC
card before treatment can be ad-

minisiered.
One thing that Central does not
possess, that many universities do,
is a SHAC,. a Student Health Advisory Committee. Woffi~ns health
care nurse practitioner Sally
Theilen would like to invite anyone

interested in health care to help
form such a committee to find out
what students would prefer or need
and act as an advisory to the
Health Center. Anyone interested
in more details please contact Sally Theilen at 963-1881.

Tuition hikes forseen
by Craig Troianella

If the agency in charge of recommending tuition rates has its way
students at Central. Washington
University could face an increase
of 33 percent next year.
The Council for Postsecondary
Education, whose job is to study
the levels of fees and charges to
students and then make recomm en da ti o ns to the State
Legislature, released its initial
report last month. The final report,
when released, will be used by the

or $50 per quarter.
Legislature to help in deciding new
In addition to the 33 percent intuition rates. Debate pn the new
ates could begin as early as crease the CPE report seemed to
suggest that students, at some
February.
According to Eric Gleason, of the point in time, begin bearing a
ASC, inflation is the primary greater share of the total cost of
reason for the increase. He cited their education. Curr~ntly a stuthree main areas in which costs . dent's tuition at CWU pays between 15 and 18 percent of the total
have risen the most. They are:
faculty and staff salaries, utilities, cost. The rest is made up in taxes.
This percentage currently ranks as
and equipment and supplies.
the 49th lowest in the nation.
A 33 percent increase would
Because of this, one source believraise tuition for the average stued the CPE would like to see the
dent from $618 to $768 per year. .
percentage actually paid by
That is an increase of $150 per year
students raised to 25 percent.
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CMdidates speak out:

Spell1nan

by Cindy Phipps

Speaking to the Citizens for a
Solar Washington 2nd annual conference, in the Sub cafe, last Satur-·
1
day was John Spellman.
Spellman, the Republican can-:
didate for governor, said there is'
definitely a need to develope a ;
state energy program. Since there .
is no one "big" solution to "embrace all elements" of various

energy problems an energy pro- Spellman, "Why levy a tax on what
gram agency would have to do you want the people to do."
more than lip service to alter- Spellman also recommends a 100
native energy sources. Money is million dollar revolving fund for
needed with a state commitment to alternative energy, which is to be
back up developement of alter- · matched by private funds to help
native energy sources. Spellman . develop . geo, thermal and hydro
also told the group that also needed · power sources.
w-are incentives such as removing Spellman maintains that people
excise tax on electricity . and must accept technology and facts
removing sales tax on energy sav- [ about conservation before it can be
ing devices. "After all," stated i implemented. If elected, he pro-

mises to "beef up" state code on
energy legislation.
A complete social change in
lifestyle is not needed, Spellman
says, to implement alternate
energy ideas, but only a subtle
lifestyle change in order for it to be
effective.
Spellman also says there is a
need to keep lobbying with good
ideas so that the state goal of

energy conservation will be
established.
Answering questions put to him
by the citizens at the closing of his
speech, Spellman said he was not
for mandatory weatherization and
that there was definitely a need to
make alternate energy affordable.
Spellman also admitted he had not
heard of all the new technology,
but if elected would be open to the
various groups.
\

by Cindy Phipps

•••• McDer1nott

and we must continue our search
The Democratic candidate for for alternative energy sources
governor, Jim McDermott, ap- since ener.gy wi~l beco~e one of the
peared on the Central Washington most donunate issues m the next 10
University campus to speak on : yea.rs.
. .
.
energy last Sunday in the Sub cafe. . Smee conservation is most imMcDennott began the speech by portant, McDermott beli~ves a
saying that a governor needs a · balanced ~nergy pro~ram is needcomprehensive way to deal with ed to begm developmg an alterproblems such as preserving native energy source, but adds that
Washingtons' natural resources safety and cost are two problems
·
we are faced with.
McDermott says a conservation
commission is needed to decide
how much energy is needed and
from what sources to get it. The
Washington Public Power Supply
System thinks the governor needs
to be on such a committee so as to
have a hand in deciding how
policies are made.
If cheaper alternative energy is
The rumor of evercrowding here ! not found, Washington could face a
at Central is just that- a rwnor. : 46 billion dollar debt within the
James P. Hollister, director of next 30 years-an equivalent of
housing services, states, ~'Campus : $31,000 per homeowner.
apartments are full but beds are
definately available in the donns."
He also said no students have been
turned away because there was no
place to house them.
by Leanne LabissonJere
He did say it isn't possible to :
closeoffroomstooneortwopeople 1· Rely brand tampons were
tins quarter since some space ; removed from retailer's shelves
needs to be available. Winter ! last week after a voluntary recall
was issued from its manufacturer,
quarter however, this might be · Proctor & Gamble. The massive
allowed.
"I wish I hadn't made some com- recall followed evidence Rely tampons may be responsible for toxic
mitments to do that last spring,'' shock syndrome.
Hollister smiled.
The Center for Disease Control
This year the housing office im- · in Atlanta discovered a link betplemented a new service to help ween tampon use and toxic shock
alleviate the housing problems. syndrome. However ,the center did
They tried to telephone all new and not find conclusive data that Rely
returning students to confirm contributed more to the cause of
rooms and check for possible the disease than other brands of
cancellations. This enabled them tampons.
to gain a better picture of the
Proctor & Gamble officials have
number of students they would be ' .temporarily halted production of
processing.
t the
Rely tampon until further
research can be completed.
So why does there seem to be
Toxic shock syndrome is
such an abundance of people? characterized by high fever, a red
Louis H. Bovos, CWU registrar,
said, "As of Friday our enrolhnent

''No beds"
just a i
rumor

Besides energy, McDermott also
spoke about thiMcNeil prison problem saying it is taking tax payers
money to clean up after riots
related to overcrowding, etc., and
that what is needed is a comprehensive system of corrections.
Turning his attentions toward
the college group, McDermott says
he has always supported funding ·
for higher education and will continue to do so. McDermott contends that since universities
develop human resources, then a
loss of funding to higher institutions leads to loss of human
capital. The college group has
great potential in this election. According to McDennott, " they will
help decide in which direction the
state will go:"
McDennott also says Dixies'
support is not needed in order to
win the race for governor, even
though he has the support of those
in her campaign.

A selected list of new titles from the Central Library.On
the new bookshelves, Room 203,0ct. 2 16,1980.
*Payson sheets et al.eds. Volcanic activity and human
ecology.1979.(Describes volcanic hazards and human
response snd lack of response to them.)
*Susan Hockey. Guide to computer applications in the
humanities.1980.
*Berthold E. Schwarz. Psychicnexus, psychic phenomena in
psychiatry and everyday life. 1980.
*Baruch A. Levine. In the presence of the Lord, a s,t udy of
cult and some cultic terms in ancient Israel, 1974.
*Len Deighton. Blitzkrieg, from the rise of Hitler to the fall
of Dunkirk. 1980.
*Verne F. Ray.Sanpoil and Nespelem, Salisham peoples of
northeastern
Washington.
1980.
*Edwin Mansfield. Statistics for business and economics,
methods and applications 1980.
*Charles A. Holt,Jr., and Robert W. Shore. Bayesian
analysis in economic theory and time series analysis, the
1977 Savage Dissertation Award thesis.
*Richard J. Barnet. Lean years, politics in the age of scarcity.1980.
*Nake M. Kamrany and Richard H. Day eds. Economic
issues of the eighties. 1980.
*Harold P. Hayes. Realism in EEO. 1980.(A handbook for
the application of Equal Employment Opportunity.)
*Robert M. Lawrence and Martin Heisler,eds. International
rash, vomiting, diarrhea and a energy policy. 1980.
sudden drop in blood pressure. *Margaret Mead. Aspects of the present. 1980.
There is a 3 to 10 percent fatality
*Charles H. Sheldon. Politicians, judges, and the people, a
rate in women having the disease.
study in citizens participation. 1980.
Medical experts do not believe *Frank J. Donner. · Age of surveillance, the aims and
tampons acutally cause the methods of Americas political intelligence system. 1980.
disease, but rather the tampon
*John H. Aldricn. Before the convention, strategies and
traps bacteria and allows it to
choices
in presidential nomination campaigns. 1980. (Who
multiply. These deadly toxins can
then more easily enter the runs for the presidency and why? Some dynamics of campaigns. ·Where do candidates compete?)
bloodstream.
The Center for Disease Control *James D. Barber. Pulse of politics, electing presidents in
record's show nearly 300 cases of the media age. 1980. (Content includes "The politics of conthe disease reported this year and flict" (T. Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy, McGovern), "The
25 instances of death since 1975.
politics of conscience"(Wilson, Wilkie, Goldwater, Carter),
Chances of a menstruating
and "The politics of conciliation" (Harding, FD Roosevelt,
woman contracting the disease are
Eisenhower, Nixon), "Proposal" (A vision beyond the
slight- approximately one case in
myth.)
300,000 women. However, doctors
*New York City. Metropolitan Museum of Art. Greek art of
recommend any menstruating .
the Aegean Islands, an exhibition. 1979.
women with similar symptoms
*Edward Ruscha. Guacamole airlines and other drawings.
contact a physician immediately.
1980.
*Kotaro Takamura. Chieko and other poems of Takamura
Kotaro. 1980.
*T. S. Eliot. Points of view. 1979.
_*Thomas Medwin. Life of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 1971.
*Houston A. Baker. Journey back, issues in black literature
data on admissions procedures~
and criticism. 1980.
financial aid opportunities and
special programs for minority
*Ronald Perry. Denizens. 1980. (The third of five collections
students, as well as presentations
of poetry selected for publication in the National Poetry
outlining major academic proSeries-1980. The series is sponsored by James Michener,
grams at the different schools.
Edward Piszek, the Ford and Bynner Foundations and
High school juniors or seniors
others annually.)
~1d their parents are invited to at*John Hopcroft. Introduction to automata theory,
tend the local conference. Those
languages,
and computation. 1979.
interested may contact any area
*Jacob
Levitt.
Responses of plants to environmental
high school counselor for addistresses.
vol.
1.
1980.
tional scheduling information.
*George Devereux. Gasic problems of ethnopsychiatry.
Area coordinator for the
1980.
Toppenish-Sunnyside conference is
Manuel Padilla, assistant director
*Man Ray. Photographs by Man Ray, 101> works,
of admissions at Central.
1920-1934. 1979. A philosophy expressed in photographs
and words.

Tanipon users wamed

was 5,448 which is much, much better than last year at this time." He
also predicted the increase in
students living on campus was due
to inflation and reiterated that
there is hoiising available.
On Oct. 13, when things have settied down a bit, Transfer Day will
take place. In what is laughingly
referred to in the housing office as
"musical beds" the students will
be allowed to request dorm
transfers on a first-come, firstserve basis. ·Nothing is promised
but every effort is made to see
what can be done.

Ed info offered

Local minority high school
students can get up-to-date information about educational opportunities in Washington at a special
conference on Sept. 30th from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at Toppenish High
School.
The majority of the state's public
and private four-year schools as
well as area community colleges
will be represented at the regional
meeting, one of seven spor.sored by
the Commission on Minority Affairs of the Washington Council on
Anyone with questions is en- :High School-College Relations.
couraged to contact the housing of- The Minority Team Conference
fice in Bar~e Hall or call 963-1831. twill provide interested students

News from
the library

: campus~er
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Cheerleaders hope for spirit
by Heidi Persson
News editor

t

"The girls want to unify and
focus school spirit and erase the
image of cheerleaders as empty- .
headed
bits
of
fluff,,, ·
said Marilyn Goodey, cheerleader
advisor. "They are serious, conscientious girls," added Goodey.
The rally squad fot 1980-81 con- ·
sists of: Janice Betz, Peshastin, ·
WA.; LuAnn Newton, Ronald, '
WA.; . Kathryn Gagnon, Victor,
Montana; Gail Gilden, Seattle, ·
WA.; Mary Kay Parton, Leavenworth, WA.; Cheryl Racette, Port ·
Orchard, WA. and Karen Swanger,
Kennewick, WA ..
The cheerleaders, who arrived
here 2 weeks before school started,
have been working with alumni
and the local booster club selling. ,
pennants and helping raise money.
They, along with several football
players·, have also been touring the
dorms so the students can get to
know the people who represent
their school.
According to the cheerleaders,
the response from the students has

been terrific. This was evidenced
by the rowdy crowd from Sparks
and the slightly rowdier crowd
from Muzzall who showed up at
last week's football game. Both

dorms competed in 3 areas: best ·they were there both dorms will bt:
use of school color; most noise and admitted to next Saturday's game
willingness to let the team know free. This competition is open to all
number of people attending. dorms and will be continued next
Because of their enthusiasm and week.
·
·

It is not all fun and practice bea cheerleader- especially since
most of the money they need
comes out of their ·own pockets.
Mrs. Goodey estimated each girl
spends between $2-$400 of her own
money to buy, among other things,
emblems, poster material, and
goodies to decorate the teams
lockers. They are allotted a budget
from the P.E. department but it
isn't enough to cover all expenses.
How do the football players like
all the attention? "They love it,"
said Gail Gilden. "No one has ever
decorated their lockers or cheered
for them _a fter practice before."
"We even drove to an away
game- and surprised them,'~ she
said. (They must provide their own
transportation to away games.)
Is school spirit dead? The
cheerleaders don't think so, the
players don't think so and hopefully, none of the students think so.
Let's prove it next Saturday.

1ing

Gail
Gilden
cheers.
for

c.w.u.

gridders

Yakiina drug class

INSEAM

Flying
high
The Central flying club is one of
nearly 50 special interest clubs ac~ive on campus.
Designed for the college student
flying on a tight budget, the flying
club offers low-cost flying and
flight instruction to all members of
}the university community--students, faculty,.staff and alumni.
The club has exclusive lease on
an aircraft owned by Northwest
Aerospace Education, Inc., a local
non-profit corporation chartered
under the laws of Washington
State. The club aircraft is a oneowner 1974 Cessna 172 with
faetory-new engine~
Club advisor, Lee Fisher, professor in the Academic Skills
Center uses the club aircraft as a
glider tow vehicle for his
Schweizer 2-22E, a two-place training glider. Glider ratings for
private, commercial and glider
flight. instructor are available to
club members.
IO addition to providing low-cost
flying and flight instruction, the
flying club sponsors in-town and
on-campus accident prevention
seminars, films, speakers and
meetings for club members and
other interested persons in
Ellensburg and environs.

Students will separate fact from Central' s Allied Health Science
fiction about all kinds of drugs at a Program.
Each week, a different type of
Tuesday evening class which
medication
will be discussed, with
started Sept. 30th in Yakima.
an emphasis on how each drug acts
Dr. Randy Strait, staff phar- on the human body.
' Those interested in club
macist at Yakima Valley
membership may contact Fisher,
Memorial Hospital is teaching a
The two-credit class has 10 ses- in Bouillon Hall 107B, or club presiclass called "Drugs: Their Nature, sions on Tuesdays from 7:~9:30 dent Robert Beatty at 925-6614.
Action and Use," sponsored by p.m.

.WHEN YOU WANT TO MAKE
YOUR OWN. FASHION STATEMENT

25 -o/o

off

Everything
Moonlite Sale
Tonight Only!

Precision
hair cutting
for men
,and women
Hours: 8-5 Mon.~Sat.
Open Tues., Wed.
&Thu~s. til l 0 p.m~

925-HAIR .
707 N.'Mai·n

HEADHUNTER
· HA!I< CA,RE- STUDIO

· Featuring

.,f/lnilt/
For 2 weeks
Tues.-Sat 5 nights a ·week
AlSo watch for

wi1a TUrkey Drinks
$1.25 ea.
Thu~sday

JVight Only ·
(That's tonight folks!)

L~-------··----------------------------4
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Editorial
Save our prisons.••

,--

Let 'em swing
by Scott Collier

Paying taxes is bad enough without knowing that some of those dollars
will be spent to feed and support the likes of Donald Martin. Martin, also
known as the Capitol Hill Killer was convicted of first degree murder for
the multiple slayings that took place in the Seattle hill top neighborhood.
Normally, this would carry a sentence of death in this state, but because
he "confessed" to the crimes, Martin was given three consecutive life
terms with no possibility for parole.
Now, all these high ranking officials are wondering why the prisoners
in this state's prisons are always burning the damned things down.
·'Overcrowding", they say. Well, sure ... that sounds like a good reason.
But not the REAL reason. Lets _look at some guy who got thrown in the
slammer for ... oh, lets say grand theft auto. This guy probably just wants
to do his two years or whatever, and get paroled. Now, along come~
Donald Martin, a crazed killer, someone who does it because he ENJOYS
it. He has no parole to look forward to. No hope for "rehabilitation·" and
re-entry. Since he figures he's going to be there for the rest of his life he
· soon establishes himself with the prison clique. This group of prisoners
a~e the ones who run things. They buy off the guards, get a drug business
going, and in a way, operate their own government within the prison.
Well, poor little grand theft auto finds out that he has to play by the big
boy's rules to stay alive. So he becomes a part of the system. When the
boss says "burn the prison", it's burn or be burned.
Chances are that if grand theft auto ever gets paroled, he'll wind up
right back in prison because he learned to be a criminal in prison from
people like Donald Martin. Many ex-cons are so conditioned against the
establishment while they're in prison, the first thing they want to do when
they get out is kill somebody. It's obvious that there must be another way.
A way in which we can, reduce not only prison populations, but also the
caliber of viciousness in the prisoners. That way is to hang the ones who
deserve hanging, and rehabilitate the less violent ones. It makes no sense
to keep feeding a man who has no appriciation or respect for life, and indeed no life of his own.
I know about all those people who think that executing any human being
is barbaric and immoral. To them I say look at how many people die in
prison at the hands of their fellow prisoners. Sante Fe, New Mexico had a
prison rebellion in which prisoners burned the eyes out of other inmates
who cooperated with prison officials. People capable of this kind of act
are beyond help. The best thing for them, for other inmates, and for us, is
to let them hang

''GEE, NOI NOT ME-MONEY, MAYe YOU NOTlCfD A NA110NAL. SMIFT

Stastny defender writes
Dear Editor:
The dismissal of Dr. Charles
· Stastny for Central has to be one of
·'. the outstanding cases of academic
repression in the whole history of
· higher education in the USA. According to the American Associa.• tion of University Professors'
policy on academic freedom and
tenure, a policy followed by every
first-class American university,
the only ground on which a tenured
professor can be legitimately

Sagebrush teachers want
more!
Dear Editor,
classes from Central's Off-Campus
The Off-Campus Programs of- Programs office. These graduates
fice is off-campusing in the wrong have poured a lot of money into the
direction. They act as if nothing ex- college~s pocket. After their
ists east of the Columbia River. graduation and · departure from
Oh, they do have one class in campus, the college doesn't help
Moses Lake, but that doesn't do the them further their education.
Off-Campus Programs have
thousands of teachers living in the
very large Big Bend area any classes in Renton, Olympia,
good. Driving tow or three hours to Longview, and Everett, just to
reach an education class is not name some of the deprived areas
what teachers look forward to they serve-areas where people
drive by three different colleges on
after a hard day of work.
Most of the teachedrs in the Big the way to work. Why are you havBend area graduated from Central ing classes on the other side of the
and deserve better access to mountains when you are not serv-

ing your own area of the state
satisfactorily?
The stock answer that can be
heard is, "We can't have classes in
small towns of only a .thousand or
so because we can't· get enough
people signed up for them." The
truth is that if the college sold a
more desirable product---they
could have full classes. Teachers
are sick to death of taking education closses, and the general public
sure isn't going to takeany if they
don't have to.
Mythology, history, English,
astronomy---anything---just not
~~~~~~~~~~~~W&..~~~~~~~~~~~~~ education classes. You can only
take so many over the years. If
CAMPUS CRIER. STAFF
good classes were offered and
Sheila Countryffian
Editor
advertised a little, there would be
Business Manager
Walter Cornelison
many people from the conununity
Kathy Bradshaw
Advertising Manager
joining.
John P. Foster
Faculty Advisor
Listen, little conununities aren't ·
exactly buzzing with activities; a
STAFF
good class in mythology just might
Matt McGillen ·
Patricia Reed
Scott Collier
tum out to be the hottest thing to
Richard Metz
Jan Richards
Wally Cordova
hit town in years.
Lilly Park
DanShoberg
Vicki English
No great change. is· expected
Brad Peck
SCottSmith
Cynthia Foster
from this letter. Off-Campus ProTed Smith
Delores Pernick
TomFoSter
grams will probably recite some
Cindy Phipps
Steve Sparks
Karla Glanzman
gobbledegook in the lenghty tongue
Megan Sullivan
Heidi Persson
Candy Jones
of "Educationeze", citing the
Debby Peter~
Craig Troianello
JillJones /
reasons . they cannot have decent
Kathy Peterson
Glenda Wallace
Leanne Labissoniere
classes in the Big Bend area.
Ed Poydras
Steve Wisher
Charles Lwanga
Nevertheless, there are many
dissatisfied and forgotten teachers
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the
out here among the sagebrush.
mass media department. nuring the academic year the Campus Crier is
.
published weekly with biweekly publication during summer quarter.
Leslie ~art
Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available
P .o. Box 722
space.
Soap Lake, WA 98851

zm

ro THE RIGHT?''

dismissed ·are: gi:_oss incompetence, serious misconduct,
or moral turpitude. Dr. Stastny is
clearly not guilty of any of these
things. The alleged grounds for
Stastny's dismissal, ''insubordination", as iL relates to the facts in
this case, makes one wonder is
Central is really part of the USA. It
seems that it has operated in
Stastny's case, unfortunately, as a
university in Germany might have
during the Nazi period. Stastny's
"crime", if any, was that he was a
guest lecturer at one of the world's
great univesities, namely, the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
At any reputable American university, Stastny's Israel visit would
have been something to be proud of
and not sometyhing to be
denigrated.
Being a specialist on the social
psychology of prejudice and
discrimination as it relates to
minorities, I'm somewhat
suspicious that the treatment of
Stastny might include a touch of
covert as well as overt antiSemitism. Would Stastny have
been found gully of "insubordination" if he had been a guest leeturer at Oxford or Cambridge
University, or some other more
Anglo-Saxon-type institution?
The AAUP, in my opinlon, should

nying tenure to Dr. Leslie Jerry
Carr. The resolution re Central will
be voted on in October.
As a Fellow of the American
Sociological Association, I have
reconunended that Central President Donald L. Garrity, also a
member of ASA, be dropped from
ASA membership and censured for
his unethical and . unAmerican
treatment of Dr. Stastny.
R.M. Frumkin
Ph.D., Associate Director

Prof speaks Qut
!on Russian
bombs
Editors note: The article the letter
below is referring to was titled
"Russia's evil new weapon"
printed in the Aug. 14 issue of the
Campus Crier.
Dear Editor:
Don't know where you guys dug
up the story about the Russians
making "boobie-trap" toys to scatter about in Afganistan, but that
particular "r:~moralizing" techni. que is old hat to the Russians.
When I was a 6 year old child in
·
f
d · d
Latvia (a ree an m ependent
. country which the Russians invaded in 1944 to honor a mutual
defense treaty to "protect us from
the Germans" and which was
subsequently annexed to the Soviet·

surely censure Central as an institution which has grossly
violated its policy on academic
freedom and tenure. On Sept. 5,
1980 the Board of Directors of the
Social ActiVist Professors Defense Union) the Russians "bombarded"
our country with thousands of
Foundation, a non-profit oi'ganiza- "boobie-trap fountain pens,
tion · dedicated to defending pro- mechanical pencils and other
fessors agal.nst academic repres- gadgets that exploded in the hands
sion, met and ·came up with a of whoever picked up and
resolution stating that Central tampered with the devices.
should be added· to its list 'of
9f course the defense against the
American universities which com- Russian "goodies" was simple. My
petent academics are · urged to parents instructed me not to pick
avoid because they have violated up anything from the ground that
the AAUP policy on academic
freedom and tenure and the con- looked _tempting. Good advice to a
6 year old kid, huh?
stitutional rights of competent and , One daY I brought home three
ethical professors. ·Other univer- . exploding pens and my dad set
sities ' recently listed as them off, at a safe distance, to
undesirable places 'to work are: make a point.
University of Maryland for not hir- After that I didn't pick up
ing Dr. Bertell Oilman, Kent State anymore shiny "goodies" at all.
University for illegally-and unfairly dismissing Dr. F. Joseph Smith,
John Agars
and the University of Akron for deAssoc. Prof. Art Dept.
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collegiate crossword
1

2

3

4

5

8

6

9

10 11 12

13

16

21
25
28

34

45
52

56
59

61
C) Edward Julius

ACROSS

1 Garland for the
head
7 Shoe or accent
13 Serf or .thrall
15 Shower activity
16 Tige (3 wds.)
18 Noshed
19 Trained down
20 Rater of m.p.g.
21 French movie
23 Gennan steel center
24 Gardener, at times
25 Santa's reindeer,
e.g.
27 Peter and Moses
28 Justifications 'for
being (2 wds.)
34 Guidonian note
35 Julie Christie film
36 Neighbor of Mich.
39 1895 automotive invention (2 wds.)
41 Computer language
44 Puccini opera
45 Not an imitation
(abbr.)
46 Trite
51 Goulash
52 Actress Mary 53 Jipijapa hats

Collegiate CW79-10

55 Opposite of WSW
56 Champion (3 wds.)
59 CQpes with
60 Legendary
61 Dealer in the stock
exchange
62 Valuable violins.
for short

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15

17

22 Some tech. graduates, for short
24 Tint
26 Subject
27 U.S. or Lou
29 Dora Copperfield
~ Spenlow
30 Baker and Beale
(abbr.)
31 Expected
DOWN
32 Pipe joint
Tuna variety
33 Gift for a man
Maritime
36 Flowering shrub
In ~
.. (without
37 In high dudgeon
being present)
38 Ocean plants
American record
39 Understand, to some
label
40 General offices:
11
Tu," 1932
abbr.
song
41 Believed
Actress Oberon
42 Debt
Elizabeth .- .
43 Yellowish brown
Irish novelist
46 Hank of baseball
Sally or Ayn
47 FonnicoJogist's
Wife of Saturn
specimens
.
Evangelical society 48 Close to: Scot.
Sealed
49 Vanderbilt and
Actress Samantha,
Carter
and family
50 Endures
Baseball stats
53 Colorless
Suffix for two or 54 Something to put
three
·57 Mr. Byrnes
Hotel sign (abbr.) 58 Hockey great
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Food stamp cuts
Another in a series of reforms said Wilson. He added, "There will
signed by President Carter early °De less money coming through this
this summer will effectively cut office to the community. In
most students out of the food stamp February of this year, $70,000 in
food stamps were spent in markets
program.
in Kittitas county."
The 1980 Food Stamp Program
Other economic factors don't
Amendment states, "Most post
make the picture look any
secondary school students will be
brighter. A survey conducted by
eliminated. The only students rethe U.S. Department of Labor
maining eligible are those who (1)
Statistics showed consumers in
could not be expected to work
1980 are spending 74 _percent of
because they are under 18, over 60
their income on basic necessities
or disabled; (2) are already worksuch as: food; shelter, energy and
ing at least halftime; (3) have
medical care. This is in comdependents (e.g. a welfare mother
parison to 62 percent in 1930.
who goes to school so she can later
get a job and get off food stamps;
Wilson still encourages anyone
or (4) are participating in the WIN
who thinks they are eligible to appprogram.''
Public relations officer, Richard , ly and he pointed out if a person in
need isn't eligible for food stamps
Wilson, said these reforms came
about when the food stamp pro- · there are other programs they can
receive help from.
gram ran short of funds this spr"Eligibility is determined by ining. He said, "When Congress
come and living expenses," accorpassed Senate bill 1309 granting
emergency funds for the program
the student amendment was one of
them."
Wilson wasn't sure whether
Fred J. Koziol
"dependents" meant husbands or
Sales Representative
wives. He did say it would make a
P. 0. Box998
difference in the st~dent caseload
300 North Main
and predicted it would be cut by as
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
much as 50 pgrcent. This·was later
B_
us. 925-9633 Res. 925-4425
substantiated in a telephone interview.
Auto ·Fire· Life • Truck. Commerciif/
"The cut-back will have an impact on the whole community,"

' ding to Wilson, "anyone can come
· in and fill out an application and
make an appointment for an inter· view."
During the interview, you may
· be asked to provide information
· about your income and living expenses. This lasts about 15 minutes
. and will determine your food
. stamp eligibility.

Welcome
;Back
Sttidents

Farmers Insurance Group

Ol-IRPIR0'6

(in the Plaza)
carries a full line of ·
Dungeons & Dragons Games

PPRENTIC

& Supplements

o-\o~~'·

.
~~

0

~"lo ~~~·

..""&\)~

..""

University Food Service is now accepting applications for our Food Apprentice
Program. We need qualified students fo assist our professional staff during peak
periods, vacations and summertime activities.
An On~The·Job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and
experience of the selected individuals. Full-time summer employment is available
for those who successfully demonstrate acceptable coo.king abilities.
QUALIFICATIONS ,··-- (Minimum)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

·Six months of quantity or cQmmerciaf cooking experience.
Currently enrolled as a CWU student.
Able to work a minimum of twelve hours per week, and some weekends
included.
Must have a valid food handlers card or be eligible for one.
Preference will be given to students currently employed in Food Service.
Starting wage is $4.00 per hour .

Applications are available at Food Services Office. Meetings on October 3rd and 7th
at 2 :30 PM are planned at Holmes Dining Hall"to explain the program and to answer
specific questions. Let us help you put your talent to work and money in your
pocket.

CWlJI Food Services
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'Dig in for kids' conference slated
When Dale Otto says people need
to "dig in for kids," he's not telling
them how to find their children out
in the sandbox. He is issuing a 1980
call to arms for parents and professionals in education, day care, preschool and migrant programs.
Dr. Otto, director of Central's
Washington Center for Early
Childhood Education, said pr~
grams for children are the most
vulnerable of all state and federal
social service programs.
''When dollars get tight, pr~
grams like Aid to Dependent
Children and funds for day care
are the first to go," he explained.
"The reason, I think, is because
Americans still subscribe to the
50-year-old mystique of the tw~
parent family. Although current
statistics show that the so-called
traditional family is now a minority, the public still tends to think
that day-care is a frill," Otto said,
"H they really wanted to, one of

the parents could stay at home and
care for the kids," is at the back of
many voter's minds according to
Otto.
Another reason programs for
children are easily hit is that kids
have no power base, he said. Their
needs have to be filtered through
adults who must push for their pr~
. grams, Otto explained.

Otto is the director of CWU's
Hebeler Children's School, a
teacher-laboratory facility for
CWU early childhood education
students, which includes classes
for kidS 3 through 8 years old.
The Hebeler School and CWU's
Conference Center are sponsoring
the fourth annual fall conference of
the Washington Association for the
Education of Young Children Oct.
16-18 on the Ellensburg campus.
Otto, 198().31 president of the
Association, said the fall conferences us0ally draw 400 to 500

participants, mostly teachers and
administrators. Every year, 10
percent of the participants are interested parents who are welcome
additions.
Ellen Hoffman, director of
governmental affairs for the
Children's Defense Fund in
Washington, D.C., will keynote the
1980 conference. She will bring participants up to date on political action on children's programs pending at the federal and state levels.

Principal conference speaker
All interested persons are inwill be Dr. Kathryn Snow, pr~
vited to participate in the October
fessor of education at Harvard
conference. For more information
University, whose major interest
contact Otto at CWU's Hebeler
is effective teaching backed up by
School, Ellensburg , WA 98926, or
an effective curriculum.
call 963-1601.

Youth
grants
offered

A film festival of the best media
available ·for and about children,
as well as publishers' displays, will
round out the program of more
than 50 presentations and
workshops, Otto said.

Run for fun

•

•

,

The Youthgrants program of the
National Endowment for the
Humanities will offer over 100 cash
It might not rival the running of first three finishers in seven diviawards across the nation this fall
the bulls in many Spanish cities the sions for both male and female
to young people, including many
morning of the bullfights, but Cen- contestants, · from under-12's to
college and university students, to
tral's 5.7-mile fun run leading off over-50's categories.
pursue non-credit, out-of-thethe October 18 Homecoming
Advance registration deadline is
c lassroom projects in the
parade in Ellensburg should prove October 9. The $4.50 fee includes a _ humanities. The deadline for subnearly as interesting.
· t-shirt imprinted with the race
mission of completed applications
Runners of all ages, shapes and - logo-a CWU wildcat bursting out
is November 15, 1980.
sizes are invited to enter the : of an old-fashioned jack-in-the-box.
An annotated exhibition of 20th
''Homecoming Run for Fun,'' · Interested runners may register
century war-time "home-front"
which will begin at 9:30 a.m. Satur- at Central's Recreation Departactivities in Minnesota and
day at First and Pearl and end at ment office.in the SUB on campus,
Wisconsin, a booklet on the history
Central's Nicholson Pavilion.
, or call 963-3512 for a registration
of the sheep industry in Vermont,
Ribbons will be awarded to the form.
an anthropological film about a
Los Angeles gypsy community,
and a collection and study of
for a complete line of shoes &
migrant-worker border ballads in
South Texas are some of the proaccessories for men, women &
jects undertaken by college and
university-age
youth.
children see..... ·
The grants, which offer up to
$2,500 to individuals and · up to
$10,000 for groups ($15,000 forcertain high-cost media projects) are
intended primarily for those bet.
.
ween the ages of 15 and 25 who have
a ways to go before completing
academic or professional training.
While the program cannot provide
scholarship support or financial
· aid for degree-related work, it is
Open 9-5:30 mon-sat and
the only federal program which
' awards money directly to young
9-8: 30 Friday
people for independent work in the
humanities. The humanities include such subject areas as
history, ethnic studies, folklore,
4th & Pearl - Downtown
anthropology, linguistics and the
l history of art.
1302 S. Ruby
1
H you are interested in the pro•aimam:mm:mm:maim111m:mmma•1111m:m.i gram, a copy of the guidelines
.,.._ _ _ __:_ _.::,_ _:::__.::;;;;,..._;;;;:;;..,..;;;.._.;....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,~-----should be on file at the campus

'

_.

Welcome Central·
Students

Kegs to go

$27.50

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN

MUN DY'S
SHOE_STORE

11 :00 a.iµ..-2 :00 a.m.

Study

MEXICO
FRANCE

Abroad

<&ermanu

Placement Office or the Office of
Contracts and Grants.

• .. . * *

:m@c

~ CC;w@Il~
:~come!

••

:

England
APPLICATION DEADLINE TO STUDY IN ~ORELIA, MEXICO
December 1, 1980 (for Winter Quarter)
APPLICATION DEADLINES TO STUDY IN AVIGNON, FRANCE •
COLOGNE, GERMANY • LONDON, ENGLAND
· October 15, 1980 (for Winter Quarter)
January 1, 1981 (for Spring Quarter)
OFFICE OF

1!'.fl'.~RNAT.IQ~~.L

963-361 2

* * '* "*Bicycle
'* * * *'*Shop
* •*.it-

~Ellensburg's

;See ••
•

·

·

Us :

.: Tuesday - Friday :
12-6
it
•
•
it

••
Saturday 10-5
•
..
...
• Sunday-Monday l•

.
.

•

.•

.

Closed

.
•

.....: , 925-3326

PR!J.GRAMS, Barge Hall :Joa '
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Bookstore attempts to solve problem
The pfobl~ of not being able to
get the textbook for a class may be
solved fall quarter. Textbook
Manager for the Campus
bookstore, Gary Moore, said
before classes start next fall the
_Campus Bookstore will set aside a
few copies of each book. When a
book sells out there and at Jerrols,
·studehts will be able to special
order additional copies. The copies
set aside would then be loaned to
.the library and made av~ilable to
students who have a :valid A.S.C.
card and a copy of the special
order form.
"It's going to work out wonderfully for everyone," said Moore,
"It's going to be more convenient
for students and more convenient.

lfor teachers. "Workbooks won't be
included, but books for tlasses
with heavy homework load may
be set back in greatet numbers."
, The bookstore will iry to batch
~everal orders together and get
them out as quickly as possible according to Moore who added, "The
books will then be given...to tbose
students with special order forms.
So students will want to come in as
soon as possible to special order
books that are sold out. The success of the whole plan rests on
communication between the faculty, bookstore and student.''
The procedure when a title sells
:>ut is to call Jerrols to see how
many copies they have~ According
to Moore, no orders will be sent out

a

!until both bookstores sell out of the .quarter, 60 to 80 of them will sell
good as anyone can have-We have

Ito, or we'd have a nightmare."
The next step is have the prcr
fessor poll the class to find out not
ho~ .many don't have the book, but
how many are going to buy one.
Then they try used book sources;
Moore said they can get a used
book in six days at best but it takes
a minimum of twelve days to get a
new book from a publisher on the
east coast.
Of course the best plan is to
avoid understocking at all. Moore
,claimed they sold out about ten
!percent of their titles. He said out
tof about 500 titles stocked fall
1

overstocking, including freight and
jSheH damage. Most publishers will
!give 90 days to two years to return
la book. However, some publishers
won't buy back books at all, accor'ding to Moore. He said, "Jerrols
doesn't buy books from publishers
who won't take them back but we
· can't do that because if we don't
supply the book we've failed the
students.''
How the bookstore determines
\the number of books to order is
pretty complicated. Professors fill
lout a form for each class each
quarter that lists the number of
'.s tudents he expects in the class,

Cruise up the Columbia

Education leaders to
gather Oct. 10

PORTLAND, Ore. AP-A six-day
pleasure boat cruise up the Columcern will be arranged, according to bia River to Lewiston, Idaho, is
conference coordinator Dr. Libby scheduled to leave Portland on
,
Nesselroad, director of CWU's Saturday.
If the trip is deemed a success, a ·
special education assessment
travel operator said he will offer
center.
Those inierested in details about more cruises between Portland
the Oct. 10th conference or about and Lewiston next May.
The cruise vessel is the Glacier
two pre-conference workshops Oct.
9th on career education centers Bay Explorer. It is operated by
and communication among profes- Bob Giersdorf, president of Alaska
sionals may contact Nesselroad at Tour & Marketing Services and
the Department of Education, Explorer Cruise lines.
Giersdorf said the vessel has
Black Hall 13, in Ellensburg or by
lounges, a bar, a dining room, a
calling (509) 963-1461.

Special education teachers from
public schools all around
Washington will gather Oct. loth
for a conference on recent legislation and its implications for them.
The fifth annual fall conference,
sponsored by the Central special
education division, will focus on individual educational plans required by law for each Washington
child enrolled in a special education program.

large sun deck and 32 cabins.
The vessel will stop at Cascade
Locks, McNary Dam, the TriCities area and Lewiston,
Giersdorf said.
Passengers will board moter-

Teachers will display materials, ·
programs and other classroom ·
aids which they have developed, at
a special idea-sharing section set
up at CWU's Grupe Conference
Center during the Friday meeting.
Forwns on specific topics of con-

in-the plaza
Ruth Gibson
Millie
O'Keefe

11 :00-mic!nighf.

OWNER

· mon.-thurs ..

Diane

and

fri.-sat.

4:00-12:00..: sun.

delivery

come in for the

Sign up for

450 N. Sprague
Behind Safeway

super salads.
sandvviches

1J :00-2:00

Harris

Jay
Prutsman
0/)0'

coaches for tours of the Tri-Cities
and Lewiston areas, he said.
The vessel will leave the Jantzen
Beach Red Lion Inn at 8 a.m.
Saturday and return on Oct. 10.

new and
returning students

r---oi----------------------

Keynoter for the day-long
meeting will be Dr. Eva Baker, 1
professor at UCLA's graduate ~
school of education.
Baker became nationally prominent in U.S. education circles during the l970's when she engaged in
pioneering work with Dr. James
Popham in' the area of criterionreferenced measurement.
Conference participants will also
hear
Dr. ·Judy
Schrag,
Washington's new assistant
superintendent of special services
at the Olympia office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, speak about special education
in the 1980's.

row many quarters he emects tc
~e the book and whether U1e book
is required.
lrrhe form also indicates how many
;students the •professor expectPti
~ast time and how many aC'tually
c::igned up as well as how many
books were ordered and how ma::iy
Nere actually sold. ·
Moore said the number of books
~old last time is used as a base and
~hat a percentage is then allowed
~or growth. They don't assume one
book per student. According to
'Moore, "Depending on the class, 75
to 80 percent don't buy books. They
~ither share with their girlfriend or
poyfriend or get along as bes·~ they
jean." He added, "with the price of
;books today, I don't blame them."

title. Moore called the communica- out.
One of the problems is the cost of
tion between the bookstores, "as

Ellensburg

best pizza in to'Nn

925-3638

BACKPACKS
107.off
BCX>KBAGS
107.off
Mountian Man brand, assorted colors.

Mountian Man brand, assorted colors.

~·coOPON·:
•

•
•

•

The University Store
10% OFF
On Trade Book
of your choice

•
•

I
•

:oCfOBER~
••••••••••••••••••
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'Health Age' appraisal offered in Suh
A free blood pressure check and
computemed "Health Age" appraisal will be available today in
the SUB.
''Aging can be hastened or
delayed by as much as 11 years
1 depending upon your health habits
and lifestyle," says Dr. Don Hall,
director of Health Education for
the Adventist Church. "Recent
studies have shown that simple
health habits such as not smoking,
eating a good breakfast, getting

regular exercise, etc., can
significantly influence ones
longevity."
The Computerized Health Age
Appraisal Program is based on Dr.
Belloc's and Dr. Breslow's study of
Health Practices and longevity. A
simple questionaire along with a
blood pressure check and height
and weight data are fed into a computer for analysis. Participants
receive a copy of their
"Physiological Age" (how old you

16iiAPiR~
"In The Plaza"

IS A DANCEWEAR STORE
featuring

Danskin, Capezio & Flexatard
.····

_

for _your 'Nalls

::•

:)

1

.uo you need an inexpensive .splash of.:)
color for a drab 1 wall?~. The Golden
•41it,
.
I
Needle has the answ~r . . .
.#IU,
A FABRIC PICTURE1ID

'

.........

........-..•.....-••

~
.,,,,.,,..

.....

I

.......-I)

&
II

.--

Simply stretch the fabric print Ill
around the · ·wooden frame, use ·a ·· 111·
staple gun or hammer and a few ·111
minutes of your time, and DI
PRESTO, you have a fabric .
picture!!!

. tions made may help achieve a students and faculty participated
· healthier, happier life. This progr- in the program last fall.
. qam is conducted as a community
service of the Seventh-day Adven· tist Churches and is being co· sponsored by the ASC. Over 500

Back-To-School Pioneer
. System Special!
,Stereocraft wants to welcome you.back to s~hool
and we rouldn'tlthink ;ofa better way tha~ t~ offer
a good music system at a very special savings• over '$250°0 to be exad. ·
Here's ~hat you· get for ,our money:
1

-Pioneer SX-580Receiver·

~:

Fabric Pictures

•......
,.....

really are) and an "Achievable
Age" which is based upon compliance with the computer's health
recommendations.
While the computer can't
guarantee a longer life, the sugges-

-Pioneer PL-200 Direct-Drive. Turntable'
: -Pioneer .Project 80 loqdspeak _
,-Audio Equip EquipmentRack·
'. -Pioneer Cartridge
I

List Price·· . $707°0 ·
'

'

Sale Price : $449 00

Easy and economicol
Prices start at s 10. 00 ·

~
'···=------..---.---.-_,

Golden Needle
314 N. Pine
' n n n .11 'U.JWLL o , e

_L.\...I \ •• I \.J

Store Hours: / · 10:30 - 5:30
Closed Sunday
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·Gothic giant finds
a· home in church
by Scott Collier

t

The city of Ellensburg is known
for many things, among them, the
Ellensburg Rodeo, Central
Washington University, and the
Brombaugh tracker. Wait a
minute, what's a Brombaugh
tracker? Well, it's just possibly the
most beautiful work of musical art
in Washington, and the pride and
joy of the Grace Episcopal Church.
John Brambaugh completed this
two manual and pedal pipe organ
in 1974. Designed after a Dutch
organ of the gothic period, this instrwnent stands free nearly 20 feet
high. Yet this imposing looking
mass of wood and pipes is capable
of the mellowest sounds the ear
would want to hear. It operates on
less than one pound-per-square
inch of air pressure, which is
responsible for the soft tone.

Unlike most pipe organs bui!t today, the only electrical component
in the entire works is the electric
motor which drives the air pump.
The keys, rather than using small
electrical relay switches, operate
directly from the pressure of the
fingers on the keyboard. The finger
pressure moves carefully crafted
· rods along tracks to open the air
valves beneath the pipes, hence the
nickname "tracker". Church
organist Paul Emmons likes the
fact that this organ uses the same ·
technology as instruments of hundreds of years ago. The simplicity
of the old designs has been lost in
miles . of wire in today's pipe
organs.
The Grace Episcopal pipe organ
is used in numerous Central
musical recitals, and of course
·every Sunday it gets to exhale a
few songs from the hymnbook.
· Paul Emmons teaches students on
the Brombaugh organ, which has
·to be more than an average learn:ing experience for any student of
-music.
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A church -service
full of stirring new ideas.

A Sunday School
full of stimulating new ideas.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 Nortfi Main

925-5539

Puzzle Answers

etter Life
Natural Foods

~~~

Sheri
,Janell
Nina
Julie
925-3i59
HAIR DESIGN .
for
MEN and WOMEN

Roberto's

Presents
Bi~tin shalllpoohuy·the conditioner,
get the 18 oz. shampoo free.
Now for the inside of your head··
Buy Vitaplex 60 size
•• get the 3U size free

,_ also,
~ delicious Raisins $1.19 lb.

A Reading Room
full of revolutionary new ideas. ·

.And a .W ednesday
testimony meeting
where the healing power.is told,
and people give thanks to God.

Now

we'd love to have you come and share.
SUN. AT IOAM - WED. AT 7:30 PM
First Church of Christ, Scientist
4th & Anderson ·C hristian Science
Reading Room 415 N. Pfue
For Information or Transportation
Call:

962-2644 ·
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Qlcntral QL~ristian 1ficllotusqip

presents

IN CONCERT
7:30pm
Saturday, October 4, 1980

NICHOLSON PAVILLION at CWU
iil El lens burg, Washington
offering
\

KEITH GREEN
<!tentral
<!t4ristian ]frellnttts4ip

MEETINGS:
SUNDAY Io:oo aDI
Grupe Conference Center
THURSDAY 9:oo p1n .
Center for Can1pus Ministry

Office:
Pastor

People Who Care

I009

D

Joe · Blalock

Street
92S·913CJ~

"

Arts
and
Entertainment
__

Wff~Th~ire

*r-Wn_w_®_~_w_~n-wn_«__~_?rn_m_®_*n.wn. ;.w_
. ; w_w_wM_~_wn_w/"_--w~-~_w/X_*_Wn-~n-ZZ---*-w_w1-1_'.7-aW;.;-W1 -n7n-~/n-w_w_ _ _ _ _ _wn_wn-wn_w_ _ _ _w_~n_w_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _m_wn-wn_~_a_u_ _- ,
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'Vanities' opens fall dra1na ~eason
A special revival performance of
an incisive women's play will be on
stage in Central Washington
University's
Threepenny
Playhouse tonight and tomorrow
night.
Vanities, by Jack Heifner, was
one of four offerings on Central's
1980 Lake Chelan Sununer Theatre
playbill, and its talented threewoman cast will return to
Ellensburg for two performances,
according to the director.
Dr. Richard Leinaweaver,
Vanities director and chairman of
the Drama Department relates,
"Vanities is one of the most
pleasurable productions I have
worked with, because of the actresses' talent."
"Oftentimes in instructional
theatre, the director spends almost
as much time teaching the actors
as directing them. This summers
production of Vanities was really a
shared artistic creation.''
" I'm sure that audiences in
Ellensburg will delight to the
marvelous acting of these three
young women," he said.
Bonnie Walsh, who plays Mary,
has been acting professionally for
five years. A native of Seattle, she
has appeared on stage in films and
television in Los Angeles, where
she won roles in episodes of Lou
Grant and Hawaii 5-0.

. Chelan program.
Gwynne Rhynedance, as Joanne,
has completed a year uf study at
: the British . American Academy,
: studying with Micheal Schulmen in
: New York and Nigel Rideout in
;London.
From Issaquah, she received her
. B.A. in theatre from Western
· Washington University.
Leinaweaver noted that
Vanities, written in 1975 is a
thoroughly modern play, and that
the language used by the actresses
may offend some people.

THOSE FAULTLESS SMILES ARE NOW STRAINED as childhood friends Mary (Bonnie Walsh, left)
and Kathy (Melanie Yellen) share a toast at their New York reunion five years beyond the university.
This scene is from "Vanities", an incisive women's drama onstage in Central's Threepenny Playhouse
Friday.
Walsh has studied with Lee
Melanie Yellan, as Kathy,
She has appeared in sununer
Strasberg, Terance Knapp of the recently completed a B.A. in stock three seasons-with the Black
Royal Shakespeare Company and theatre at Boise State University, Hills Playhouse in South Dakota,
with the American Conservatory with more than 20 roles to her the Antique Festival Theatre in her
credit.
Theatre.
home state of Idaho and Central's

Taco Time Scilads
Mexi Fries
loco Chfps
Meat Enchlladas
Refritos

Crispy Beef
Crispy Bean
Soft Shell Beef
Soft Shell Bean
Soft Combination

Vanities' story follows the trio
and the changes in their relationship from 1963, when they were
high school cheerleaders, through
University sorority sisters in 1968,
ending with their New York reunion in 1974.
As teenagers and university
coeds, the trio, according to New
York reviewers, "treated conformity as a religion and popularity
as their life goal."
With their reunion five years
later, one critic described their
friendship as "having thrived on
assumptions as well-coordinated
as sweater sets, was now strained
and ambigious."
Tickets for the Friday and Saturday performances, beginning at 8
p.m., are $4 adults and $2 children.

Crisp Taco
Soft ~flour Tacos

·Empanadas
(Cherry and Apple)

Tostados
Taco Burger
Dinners

'Crustos
··Drinks

Dief and-~egular

'~;~f.'tq1,, 35 FLAVOR ICE CREAM AND SHERBET .J&~,·
..~.:;"'-&~·:~~~,

Cones

Pints ·
Qwrts

In <Jur <Jld Fashioned Ice
Shakes
Cones
Banana Splits

C~r·eam
--

and Candy Parlor

li:::::.-i~-

.)

Sundaes
Miilts
Cones

Cones
Floats
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Ragtinte leads off Central Series
"The Entertainer," will be inciud- history of ragtime and information
ed in the Wednesday evening pro- about composers and their era
gram, as well as others by Joplin's with the toe-tapping foot-stomping,
contemporaries, Joseph Lamb, hand-clapping tunes.
James Scott and Eubie Blake, the
The 10-piece %Central Ragtime
latter still active as a pianist to- Band blends faculty and student
day. Several modern rags by performers. Faculty members inWilliam Bolcom will complete the clude Jeff Cox, violin; Maria
bill of fare.
DeRungs, cello; Ray Wheeler,
"Ragtime, growing out of Black clarinet; Robert Panerio, trumpet
American's musical roots, was and Russell Ross, tuba.
really the beginning of American
Students include Karen Klimek,
music, and it was a fresh blast of Farmington Hills, MI, violin; Holenergy into the 20th Century ly Bricker-Smith, Ellensburg,
popular music scene,'' Gries said. viola; Paul Gabrielson, Puyallup,
Gries and Moawad will provide a string-bass; Lisa Sutphe·n,
running commentary during the Ellensburg, flute/piccolo and Dave
performance, interspersing the .Gier, Pocotelio, ID, trombone.

Catchy tunes and captivating
rhytms of ragtime will dominate
the Oct. 8 inaugural concert of the
l9io-81 Central Series season.
At the free 8 p.m. concert in
Hertz Hall, pianist Peter Gries,
percussionist John Moawad and
the Central Ragtime Band will pay
tribute to ragtime, one of
America's first real contributions
to world music, wJlich developed
around the 'turn of the century.
Its recent rebirth, according to
Gries And Moawad, is partly due to
thftnovie "The Sting," which used
ra~ by Scott Joplin for its soundtraet.
· Smile of those tunes, including

The ragtime concert leads off a
series filled with a variety of
musical styles, instruments and
performers.
The Oct. 29 special guest concert
brings internationally known
mezzo-soprano Jan DeGaetani and
her pianist-collaborator Gilbert
Kalish to the Central stage. There
is a $5 fee for this concert. All
others in the series are free.
The series presents the Spokane
Concert Orchestra on Jan. 21, 1981,
in a program featuring Broadway
show tunes and light classical
music.
February 11, Music Prof. Jeff
Cox presents a violin recital, with

Art Fest downtown Saturday
This weekend, the city of
Elleasburg will sponsor its first annual Festival of the Arts. The
festival will feature performing
group;, display of arts and crafts
anct•monstrations of the process
•--.ting those arts.
PRceedings begin at 10: 00 a.m.
on Seturday mornings with a
w~e by Mayor Cook and contill9until 6 :00 p.m. both evenings.
Thea-ea in and around the Ranier
Bank and the Liberty Theatre will
be filled with booths displaying the
wares of the artists and artisians.
Pearl street and the alley adjacent to the location will be closed.
Banners, made by - the participants, will hang from buildings
and adorn the nearby streets.
There will be displays and
semonstrations of batik, stained
glass,
woolgathering,
photography, sewing and quilting,
and painting throughout the
weekend.
'lbe north side of the parking lot
will house a stage on which a wide

.----

variety of performances are
scheduled. Magicians, at least four
of the local dance groups and
poetry readings will highlight the
performances. Also appearing will

faculty colleagues Peter Gries,
pianist and Maria DeRungs,
cellist. The program, which will include the world premier of a work
for acoustical violin and electronic
music by Peter Dickenson Lopez,
will be at Ellensburg's Episcopal
Church.
March 11 will showcase the
musical performances of Central's
music faculty in a recital; April 15,
an evening of music by J .S. Bach,
again at the Grace Episcopal
Church, will feature Prof. Henry
Eickhoff on the pipe organ.
The series will conclude on May
13 with a perform~nce of the Central Trio.

Composers competition open

be musical presentations by the
Oldtime Fiddlers, Pro musica
Group, Sherri Nickel and bands
from the high school and University. Performances are scheduled
throughout the two day festival.

A total of $15,000 is available to
young composers in the 29th annual BMI Awards to Student Composers competition sponsored by
Broadcast Mu5ic, Inc., the world's
largest performing rights licensing
organization.
Established in 1951 in cooperation with music educators and
composers, the BMI Awards project annually gives cash prizes to
encourage the creation of concert
music by student composers of the
Western Hemisphere and to aid
them in financing their musical
education. Prizes ranging from
$500 to $2,500 will be awarded at the
discretion of the judges. To date,
254 students, ranging in age from 8
to 25 have received BMI Awards.
The 1980-81 BMI Awards competition is open to student composers who are citizens or perma-

· 1 WlllS
• COll1es l ·
Ce.llt r al S t U d en

nent residents of the Western
Hemisphere and are enrolled in ac·
credited secondary schools, col
leges, and consevatories, or engaged in private study with recognized
and established teachers
anywhere in the world. Entrants
must be under 26 years of age 011
December 31, 1980. No limitations
are established as to instrumentation, stylistic considerations, or
length of works submitted.
Atudents many enter mo more
than one composition which need
pot have been composed during the
year of entry.
The competition closes February
16, 1981. Official rules and entry
blanks are available .from James
G. Roy, Jr., Dir~ctor, BMI Awards
to Student Composers, Broadcast
Music, Inc., 320 West 57th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10019.

Posters for ·the tenth annual friends took aliases- as part of a
Bumbershoot Arts Festival, gesturetowardfunk-artandabsurAugust 29 to September 1 at Seattle dity.
Knodel, an MF A candidate at
Center, popped up all over Seattle
last week, and Central student Central, will have the first solo
Larry Knodel, alias R.E. Beans, is show of his work in Seattle in June
$500 richer because of them.
1981 at the Rosco Louie Gallery.
He said he has been producing a
Knodel won the 1980 Bumbershoot poster competition over 90 series of silk-screen prints of
competitors. His winning entry shirts, and the poster design was a
shows a whistle emitting a cheery logical continuum of that series.
note from the pocket of a rain- . r:*.-.:+:;;~+:;r;:;:-.~~+:;~~;:-.;~~~~r;;R~~~~R~~~r;;R:;:;~*1ii~R:;;~~rwt·
peppered shirt emblazoned with
the festival logo.
He submitted his entry as R.E.
Beans, an alias he adopted for art
several years ago, when he and

--------------,

.
t 1'-0r the 1"inest tn
:
Individual Jewelry .Design ..... t ·
:

t

t.

t

t

The Best of Disco & Top 40

: Art of Jewelry I
t.
t
t

309 N. Pearl

:·

Blue Agates' & . Precious Stones

925-9560

t
t
t
:

~----------------~

Band Box

Beauty Salon
*Student Special*
l 0 0/0 off · All beauty services .
With this ad and ASC"card, during the
month of October

(Beauty products not included)
We're in thePla:a 708 E.4th

jEn joy

Tequila Tuesday

I

Thursday is Ladies Night

HOLIDAY INN
Mon.-Sat 9 til 1 :30

925-2177

**********

*******************************
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_ ____...October Guideline_ _ _ _ __
Art
Oct.4-5-lst Annual Ellensburg
Festival of the Arts in the central
business district, Arts commission
sponsoring community event,
musical performances, -dance
presentations and special activities.
Oct. 5-Gallery Day in Yakima.
Six galleries preview openings
from 1-5 p.m. New art, artists,
refreshments.
Oct. 8-29-0n Loan in Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, all media exhibit from private collections.

Movies
Oct. 3-Darby O'Gill and the Little
People at the Ellensburg Library
at 7 p.m. A headless coachman
beckons Darby O'Gill into a world
of romance and leprechauns.

Oct. 9-The Rose with Bette
Midler in the title role of a rock
singer in her academy nominated
cinema debut.ASC fihn.
Oct. 10-Sayonara, winner of four
academy awards; includes Marlon
Brando, James Garner, Miko
Taka,and Red Buttons. 6: 15 p.m.
Ellensburg Library.
Oct. 12-Night Moves American
detective mystery starring Gene
Hackman as a pro football player
turned private eye. Classic Fihn in
Hertz Hall at 7 p.m.
Oct.16-The Jerk Steve Martin in
the Carl Reiner fihn with help from
Bernadette Peters. ASC film. Oct. 17-Cbeaper By the Dozen
Clifton Webb, father of 12, tries to
introduce efficient organization into his household. Ellensburg
Library, 7 p.m.
Oct. 19- Yojimbo Tongue-incheek and in the style of an

Review

Atlanta Rhythm Section's
Latest good southern rock
by· Steve Wisher

·.
Being a southern Rock and
Roller I find it easy to get into the
"good stuff"and with all the New
Wave going around its a real
pleasure to hear something good
for a change.
Atlanta Rhythm Section'slatest
album "The Boys From
Doraville"is one step beyond the
LP "Champaign Jam" .Highlights
of the albwn include such songs as
"Cocaine Charlie" which has a
good down home southern beat and
should go into the Hall of Fame
with the other Cocaine greats like
J.J. Cales immortal "Cocaine".
"Next Year's Rock and Rolr',
which was written by Budd)' Buie
(Producer for ARS) and Dean

Christian rocker
Slated Saturday
He is considered the most
popular Christian musician in the
world today, and he;ll be in concert
Saturday night in Central's
Nicholson Pavillion.
He is Keith Green, a gospeVrock
musician who has performed all
over the world and sold more than
200,000 albums.
Central Christian Fellowship is
sponsoring the concert and Joe
Blalock, pastor of the group, is expecting a large crowd at the 7:30
p.m. concert.
Blalock explains that there is no
admission charge to the concert
because Green considers his music
part of his ministry.''Green wants
to avoid putting a price on gospel.''
Neither does he charge for his
records, which will be available at
the concert. "If someone wants one
of his records," Blalock explains,
"they may have it for nothing.
Green encourages people to listen.
An envelope is provided in each
album if the listener wishes to contribute something however.''
All Green's earnings after expenses goes to his ministcy, which
includes the community of Christians he leads at a ranch in Tyler,
Texas and the 150 ·families they
feed a day.
- ··
The one-man show, featuring
Green on keyboards and Moog,
should draw nearly 4,000 people
from the area.

American western, matches a
cynical, wandering samurai
against two merchant families battling each other for control of a
country town. Classic Fihn.
Oct. 23-Rocky Horror Picture
Show The cult rock musical-horror
spoof starring Tim Curry as Dr.
Frank N. Furter. ASC Film.
Special showing at midnight.
Oct. 24-Damn Yankees-Musical
comedy starring Tab Hunter. A
baseball fan sells his soul to the
devil so that his favorite team can .
beat the New York Yankees.
Ellensburg Library, 6: 45 p.m.
Oct. 26-The Cranes are Flying-

Acclaimed Soviet fihn about the
shattering of youthful ambitions
and love during World War II.
Classic Series.
Oct. 30-The Crazies- ASC Fihn
with a special showing at midnight
in the SUB.
Oct. 31-The Alphabet MurdersTony Randall,as Poirot, takes a
case in London where victims are
being slain in alphabetical order.
Ellensburg Library, 7 p.m.

Concerts
Oct. 4-Keith Green-Nicholson
Pavillion, free 7:30 p.m. concert.

Oct. 8- Central Series- Free 8
p.m. concert in Hertz Recital Hall
with the Central Ragtime Band.
Oct. 10-Doobie Broth~rs
Collisseum in Seattle.
Oct. 10-Johnny WintersParamount in Seattle.
Oct. 18-Atlanta Rhytm Section
and James Lee Stanley-Nicholson
Pavillion.
Oct. 21-Elton John and most of
original band, Colliseum, reserved
seating.
Oct. 23-Dire Straits-Showbox in
Seattle.
Oct. 28-The Police-Paramowit 8
p.m.

ASC, Classic series offer new fare
Two campus film series will bring first-run movies to Central
Washington University during fall
quarter 1980, with the public invited to join students or faculty for
entertainment at bargainbasement prices.

Daughtry who plays keyboards for
Fall quarter launches the Classie
the band,is a very excellent tune Fihn Series, sponsored by the
that lets Barry Bailey'sfingers English Department, with funding
work hard on lead guitar.
assistance by the Associated .
Since .always being partial to a Students of Central.
steel guitar my favorite song is
Seven of the nine movies in the
"Silver Eagle" ,the song is very
together and very good. "Strictly series are from the 1970's, featurR&R" jams all the way through ing stars like Gene Hackman, in ·
and I can't wait to hear the song the October 12 series opener Night
live. "I Aint Much", "Putting My Moves, Robert DeNiro in Mean
Faith In Love", "Rough at the Streets, Catherine Deneuve, Fer- :
Edges", "Try My Love and nando Rey and Franco Nero in ·
"Pedistal" are just plain classic Tristana and Oscar-winning
ARS tunes.
Dustin Hoffman in Straight Time.

The nine-movie series headlines
three new films from the USA,
along with those of six other nations.

October 2.
Classic fihns begin at 7 p.m. Sundays in Hertz Hall. Admission is
$10 for the series, or $1.50 for ea.ch
fihn.
The Associated Students of CenASC films begin at 3, 7, and 9:30
tral also sponsor a series of p.m. Thursdays in the SUB
popular and first-run movies each Theatre, with special rrudnight
quarter, with filmS like "10/' showings of Rocky HmTor Picture
Kramer vs. Kramer and The Rose Show andThe Crazies. Admission
headlining the fall series beginning is $1.75.

Valley School
of
Cosmotology
0

Big John's

0

Specializing b the
Big John Burger
"A Meal in Itself"
Variety of shake flavors!

Save
Money!
(113 to 112 off standard
participating prices)

925-5900
We Deliver!

'113 E. 4th ·
·925-6138

HOURS:
Sun. - Thurs. II a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri~-Sat.

II a.m. - l p.m.

908 EAST 10th - ELLENSBURG

.WHAT You· wANT
WHEN YOU WANT IT
24 HOURS ·7 DAYS A WEEI\
~

El
L

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Back to· school lunch
Ballpark Frank, Chips, & 20 oz. fountain drink
Carton cigarettes - $5. 79
Bread·

• 75c
plus tax

24 oz. loaf - 2 for

2% gallon milk •

$1.97

~001 E. ~enth, Ellensburg, Wa.

All prices effective thru O~toher 9
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SF award winner's best yet
.-.P"..,...._P""!'_l""I they find that they are equally en-

Spider Robinson, multiple a health "orientator," and Dr. :• • , . .. .-~...
science fiction award winner and . Thomas Higgins, the director of ·
co-author with Jeanne Robinson of Cyronics, attend to Virginia's
.the best-selling novel, Stardance, recovery. She appears t<;> exhibit
presents a compilation of his best the normal symptoms of an
works to date in Antinomy, to be awakened cancer patient; the :
released by Dell in a mass market residual effect of the procedure is ;
paperback original edition this loss of memory of the six months
month. This collection offers a full prior to the freezing process.
range of fiction that has made
Unfortunately, this accounts for
Robinson famous in the pages of a six month period in which HigOMN I, Galaxy and Analog gins and Harding had, ten years
magazines. Included in Antinomy earlier, fallen deeply in love.
are original songs, puns unique to Subsequently, Higgins dedicated
Robinson's brand of hwnor, and ten years of his life to financially
. eleven stories that range from and scientifically supporting
hwnorous to poignant.
research to find a cure for acute
The title story concerns a young leukemia, in the hopes that he ·
leukemia victim, Virginia Har- would someday be able to save the .
ding, who has been frozeµ for ten life of the woman he loved.
AS Higgins and McLaughlin,
years and awakens in a hospital
when cure for her disease has close friends for many years, help
been discovered. Bill McLaughlin, Virginia progress in her recovery,
1

1

~

a

thralled with her. This situation
presents each man with "the
sharpest tragedy a hwnan can
feel" - antinomy.
The term
denotes the "contradiction between two propositions which seem
equally urgent and necessary,"
and the manner in which Higgins
and McLaughlin choose to interpret the emotions evoked by their
individual "antinomy" is the factor that determines which man
wins the girl.
Robinson purveys the lighter
side of science fiction in his
hmnorous tall tale entitled "Half
An Oaf." A young boy is drawn
away from his favorite pastime of
shooting pool ·in his Brooklyn
apartment, when he is confronted
with the upper torso of a very fat
man from a future time. Unfor-

Wokcookery gains healthy ftins
Chicken Cacciatori?
transformed this ancient Chinese almost impervious to harm. This
one-pan cooking at its best, so
Hungarian Goulash?
eouking tool into a ~0th century
easy to use it will make the "I hate
Chocolate Cake?
magic pan.
The wok is far more versatile
Woks can do anything-poach, to cook" set relegate that other
than many think. Annette An- steam and fry, boil, bake and book to an unlit back burner.
Annechild provides tips on wok
nechild recognized its potential for barbecue. They are ideal for soups
cooking anything and everything and stews, vegetables, eggs and buying, care and use, explaining
ten years ago and embarked on a sauces, seafood, poultry and meat. ·how the wok works and why. All
cuiinary odyssey that has They are inexpensive to ~uy and the recipes are easy to follow and
prepare and· reflect her knowledge
of American, Oriental and EuroFor those students~ "21" & over
pean cuisine and her experience as
a natural foods chef. Cooks and
served in lounge only
; non-cooks can make a variety of
lo * * • • * • * • • • • . • · • • · - * *it
: dishes that is truly wide--from
scrambled eggs and chili to sweet
~;;;;;.;;;;~-=:;...--.. • and sour sea bass and hot spinach
and mushrooms to gingerbread
and fried bananas.
Wokcookery may well change
"• * * * 'fit" ... . . . * •• * *· .. • . * * * ~
the eating habits of a nation once it
Served from 6:00 pm till 12:00 I midnight"
is discovered bySunday 2:00 till 10:00 1 Pm '

is

•

: 8 oz. STEAK, :
:FR IES & SALAD:

:

'$3.95 .

:

' For over 40 years serving the i Ellensburg community . & CWU

H E ~WAlGl~Lll
111 West 8th Street, Ellensburg

3 blocks West of the college

.* 40 million dieting Americans

-The dishes are all basically low
calorie.
• Working parents, couples and
singles
-Meals can be prepared in
minutes and anyone can be
enlisted to help, including children
and guests.

*Natural food lovers
-Fresh ingredients cook quickly
in a wok, thus retaining essential
vitamins, minerals and protein.
* Cholesterol watchers
-A little oil goes a long way; a
few tablespoons are all that are
needed-and it's cheeper, too.
Annette Annechild is the president and wokmaster of
Wokcookery and Co., which
specializes in catering and offers
lessons and demonstrations. Her
a :tiCles in the food field have appt~ared in several magazines and
newspapers. . Annechild's active
and physical lifestyle led her to a
strong· interest in health and diet,
and this commitment is reflected
in her book. "It encompasses my
life experience with natural food,
dieting, Oriental cookery and an
American-Italian heritage."
From the Orient, she learned the
art of highly nutritious, simple
cookery; from France, she acquired a flair for elegant sauces;
and from the South, she adopted
relaxed homestyle preparations
and flavors. Annette Annechild
now lives in New York City and is
avaiable for demonstrations and
interviews.

Hoineconting parade
Participants wanted
Community organizations or individuals are invited to enter
floats, vehicles or pedestrian units
in the Central Washington University Homecoming parade~ at 9:30

a.m. Saturday, October 18.
Those interested in participating
in the parade should contact coordinator Carol Davison, at 963-3512,
by October 6.

announcing

ELLENSBURG
FURNITURE
USED-- NEW
Begin this new year with
FRIDAY FEST
October 3 -- 4:00- 7 :00
CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY

tunately for the space traveller, his
legs remained in his time, due to a
malfunction of his time belt which .
· he bought from a very unreliable
street peddler.
Robinson's
message is clear - you get what you
pay for.
"Satan's Children" is one of
Robinson's eloquent parables.
Two young folksingers, Zack and
Jill, frequent performers in an exclusive Nova Scotia nightclub,
· witness the poisoning of a man in
the audience. He appears to them,
as if in a vision, in the dark solitude
of the backstage dressing room.
Before the man collapses, Zack
and Jill learn that he is a chemist,
well-known in the drug cu)ture,
who has developed many different
types of hallucinogens. With his
last breath he reveals to the lovers
that he manufactured a rare truth
serwn and has hidden the formula
due to his fear that the drug would ·
fall into the wrong hands. Upon
divulging his secret hiding place,
the chemist dies.
Zack and Jill take the serwn
· with them on their concert tour,
and leave behind them a trail of
curious occurrences: in Detroit,
the General Motors corporation
busily corrects its policies on safety and reliability, and in Montreal
a news broadcaster departs from
the written script to present his
embarrassingly honest interpreta. tion of the nightly news - and the
ratings soar. The young singers
become convinced that a world of
honesty would improve the human
condition, but they are in danger of
being murdered by those who profit from deception. The victor in
the confrontation js ultimately
determined in a classic clash between good and evil.
There are eight additional tales
reprinted in Antinomy, along with
several never-before-published
original puns, and the complete
music and lyrics of Spider Robinson's favorite songs, such as
"Mountain Lady" and "Feed Me
Fire."
Spider Robinson, along with his
wife, Jeanne, and daughter, Luanna, presently lives in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. He and Jeanne were
the recipients of the Hugo and
Nebula awards for the novel Stardance. Robinson has also received
the John W. Campbell Award for
Best Writer in Science Fiction and
a Hugo award for the novella "By
Any Other Name." His short
stories have been published in
Analog, OMNI, Galaxy and
Destinies magazines.

Contest open.
To poets
A $1,00 grand prize will be
awarded in the poetry competition
sponsored by the World of Poetry,
a quarterly newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 49 other cash
or merchandise awards.
Says contest director, Joesph
Mellon, " We are encouraging
poetic talent of every kind, and expect our contest to produce exciting discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms
are available from World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd., Dept.
N, Sacramento, California 95817
lp
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Stickers lose

by Ted Smith
Sports editor
Southern Oregon State College will be looking for their first win of the - Central, 0-2 on the season, makes
it's field hockey home de.but SaturJumping into a football forecast three weeks into the college season is season, hosting Willamette. Unfortunately, they will be looking for at day.
not an easy task, especially when Evergreen Conference scores are about least another two weeks, Willamette by 17.
The Wildcats square off against
ias easy to come by as the bubonic plague. Never-the-less, someone should
Lewis and Clark travels to meet Oregon College of Education, a game
Oregon College of Education at 9
pay attention to the small colleges, and if the Crier won't do it,who will? that shouldn't be as close as it will be, OCE by 7.
a.m. and face Pacific Luthern at 2
This column will attempt to prognosticate the outcome of the weekends · Stepping into the Pac-10, the Washington Huskies will be out to prove
p.m. Western plays PLU at 10 and
.football games, including Evergreen Conference and Pac-10 contests. that last week's loss to Oregon was a fluke. Oklahoma State will be out to
OCE takes on Western at 1.
Results will dictate whether an expansion to Professional, Junior College prove that the Huskies can't prove what they want to prove. That won't
The Cats opened their season ·
and High School games (of localinterest) is in order. Granted, a lot of prove anything, Huskies by 10. ·
·last weekend losing two games at
coin-flipping will occur this week, so save your letters for next week.
Washington State -went looking for a full-fledged patsy to pad their
Salem, Ore., in the Willamette InCentral makes its bid for fame when they strap on the gear for.Satur- schedule (ala the Huskies) and they may have found one. Pacific will unvitati-Onal. Willamette defeated the
day' s game. Pacific Lutheran is 2-0 on the season, and has shellshocked doubltedly give it the old college try, but it won't be enough, Cougers by
Wildcats 2-1 and Southern Oregon .
its opponents by a margin of 75to14. The Lutes are also the to~ranked 13.
·
College shutout CWU 2-0.
team in the nation. Central's reputation will work in their favor, PLU exOregon's Ducks are casting thenselfs as giant killers· these days, and
Stacey Locke scored Central's
pects to win this one going away. Its about time CWU shows what kind of this week's contest with blundering Valifomia should be no exception, only goal with a short sweep shot to
team it really has, and if ·they play errorless ball - theycould be surpris- Ducks by 7.
_
.
the left corner of the cage 25
mg. Central should make a solid showing, but will come up a bit short of Stanford hosts San Jose State on Saturday and should improve on their minutes into the second half.
already glittering record, Cardinals by 17.
the powerpacked Lutes, PLU by 10.
'Our biggest problem this
~estern Washington Univ~rsity takes its trave~g circus ?n the road to _ UCLA hits the road to challenge Ohio State, in one of the nation's big- .
weekend was our lack of ability to
Whitworth Saturday. The Pirates are an on-agam off-agam team, and gest games. ·Both teams are 3-0 and both want to win this one. Buckeye ' get off a shot for goal,' coach Jean
considering the home field advantage, and the opposition, they should be tradition will win out, by 2.
Putnam said. 'Defensively we
on_again, Whitworth by 13.
·
Southern Cal and Arizona State lock horns in what would have been a weren't strong enough in the strik.Linfield,travels to Oregon Institute ~f Tec~ology ~one of the days big- -~ey Pac:-10 bat~le, (had they not cheated on quizes) that is now merely an ing circle.'
gies. Both teams are off to fast starts m their respective conferences, but , mterestmg attraction. The Trojans should come out on top (if someone :
'We will be strengthening our atneither has faced to~notch competiton yet. Heads it is! Linfield by 3. : can add up the score) by 10.
'
· tack patterns and working in both
Pacifi~ has·~e horn~ field adva~tage against Eastern Oregon State Col- : Arizona will waste a lot of gas money on their weekend trip, Iowa by 8. circles for stronger stickwork this
lege, which will make it much easier to cart away the wounded, EOSC by - Oregon State, the last remaining Pac-10 team will sit this week out
week.'
27.
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Player of

Gridders face top ranked lutes
Tim Kofstad, Central's WildcatTime of possession favors CenCentral washington ., still in the
shakedown phase, will be seeking tral's opponents 75:03 to 44:57. The of-the-Week against Linfield, was
its first victory of the season Satur- opponents have run off-24 more of- credited with eight tackles and
ranks second on the season with 21.
day when it hosts Pacific Lutheran fensive plays than Central.
Kyle Peer of East Wenatchee
The Wildcats lacked consistency
University.
The Wildcats will be the decided and Mark Greenleaf of Bellair led on offense against SFU, but
underdogs against the Lutes. PLU Central .football defense against : managed to put together a couple
reached the semifinals of the na- Simon Fraser. Peer intercepted a , of good drives. However, they
tional playoffs last year and is cur- pass and was credited with eight : fumbled the ball away once at the
rently the toirranked team in the primary stops and four assists. He : one-yard line and kicker Ted
leads the club in tackles with 22. j Huber missed field goals from 31
NAIA division 2.
27
yards.
The all-time series between the Greenleaf recovered a fumble and' and
two schools is knotted at 19 wins was credited with seven tackles
Parry, however, was pleased
each, however Central hasn't and a quarterback sack. He has with his team's ability to scatter
out the Simon Fraser defense with
beaten PLU since 1965, when it two sacks for 20 yards.
posted a 28-20 victory.
Since Tom Parry took over the
reigns of the Central football program in 1966, the two schools have
played four times and PLU has
won all four, including a 30-7 deciProspects are "looking good;"
CWU's roster also includes
sion last year.
an optimistic coach Spike · Arlt ·seniors Jack Stillmaker (Seattle)
"They are an explosive football said. "We need to stay away from and Pete Vernie (Ellensburg),
team and a very talented football injuries and I expect we will be junior Tim Moran {Spokane),
team," Parry said. "We will need very tough in the district meet."
sophomores Marc Coomer
to be at the top of our game."
Arlt has good reason to be oir (Duvall), Scott Fuller (Pahner,
Parry said the veteran PLU timistic. His team finished second Ala.) and Mark Fernald (Tacoma)
squad is capable of moving the ball . in the district and eighth nationally · and freshman Dan Brown
on the ground or through the air.
last year and five of the seven run- (Longview).
In two wins against Western ners return.
Washington and Humboldt State,
Veterans include seniors, Phil
fullback Mike Westmiller has rush- Phimister (Camas) and John
ed for 198 yards on 32 carries. Freeburg (Puyallup), juniors Kent
Halfback Guy Ellison, an All- Hernandez (Puyallup) and Ted
Northwest Conference player last Mittelsteadt (Reardan) and
year, has 96 yards.
sophomore Paul Harshman (Seat- .
Lute quarterback Eric Carlson is tle).
CWU's volleyball team travels to
12 of 26 passing for 148 yards and
Phimister is the 1980 district · Portland this weekend to take part
four touchdowns.
5,000 and 10,000 meter champion. · in the University of Portland InCentral is 0-2, losing to Linfield F ree burg won the district vitational.
30-2 and Simon Fraser 25-11. The marathon title last spring. · MitCoach Bob Young's netters won
defense has played respectable telsteadt, after running sixth most two of five timed matches last
football in the two games, but has of the year, was CWU's top finisher week in the Whitworth College Inbeen forced to stay on the-field for and 34th overall, in the 1979 na- vitational volleyball and lost to its
nearly two-thirds of the time.
tional meet.
Alumni in a dual meet.

the week

·a good variation of plays.
The Central coach has used four
quarterbacks in the last two games
and he would like to settle on one.
"We are still in the shakedown
phase. The last two weeks have
helped, but we need to settle on a
quarterback."
Jon Eagle attempted 41 passes
against SFU and converted 17 fo~
181 yards and will draw the starting nod this week. Gregg
Wilbanks of Camas started the
first two games, but managed just
55 yards passing.

Cross country prospects strong

: · C. D. Hoiness (Longview),
: ·uruor running back, is Central'
layer-of-the-week.
Hoiness was selected for his per
onnance in Saturday's 25-11 los
: o Simon Fraser University. Th
; loss dropped the Wildcats to 0-2 o
: the season.
Hoiness, a three sport letterma
: (football, wrestling and golf),
· rushed for 58 yards on 15 carries
· nd also caught four passes for 51
ards.
'. Hoiness leads CWU in rushing
· ith 93 yards in two games. He is
. lso the team's leading punt
· eturner with one for 12 yards.
, oiness also executed a 46-yard
__nick kick against SFU.

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

CWU open~ its season Saturday
in an invitational at Simon Fraser,
which will also be the site for the
district.
"Saturday's race will give us a
good chance to look at the course
and adjust our training schedule to
it," Arlt said.

Improve your
grades!
Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.

Volleyhallers kick-off
season

Welcome
Back!

The Whitworth matches were
played to a IS-minute time limit.
CWU lost to Eastern Washington,
12-6, 14-7; Edmonds Community
College, 11-6, 12-4 and Gonzaga,
7-15, 11-8, 13-8 before bouncing
back to beat Lewis-Clark's JVs,
lS-5, 15-4 and North Idaho, 15-5 and
lS-7.

ORAIRIE
lMJARKET ·
WAREHOUSE-DIRECT PRICING
1llO ~ ,.., ...... KMll, Wwt•lllDR..,

·•STORE HOUR5e

Mon., Tues., Wed. ..•••••. : .9 a.m. • 1 p.m.
Thureday, Fdday •.......•••9 e.lft. ·I p.a
Saturday •••..• ' ................. - 1:30 p.m.

~·s
TNMlto

10%01.

COME AND COMPARE OUR MILK PRICE.S

·open
1pm-7pm

Mon-Sat

nc

SOUP

MC

Apple Juice

2°1°, 112 gallon83¢

SNOBOY Frozen

Conc:entme

1201.

GradeA

Whole HP!

.

''

112 gallon79¢

112 gallon 83'

No
Mem~ership

Needed For
College
Loe~ J~st 8 Blocks West Of Nlchol1on Pa~lllon

411 W.. 11111 •• IZl-1121 or--.., lh.ru Saturday '' , ......:, ~··

Students

5{t.I., Aue.nue

Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

-----------

1 Enclosed is $1.00.
I
I
I

Address _ _ _ _-"-----

I

State

Please rush the catalog.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1 City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Zip _ __

-----------.J
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QUESTION: What do you say.

to a 250 pound tackle
with a MOUAWK?

ANSWER:

SIR!!

WILDCAT

Eagles egg turns to gold
in the .hands of receiver.
Chris Olsen

Photos a la Foster
Collier

,.,
j

...
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j Central head coach

Tom Parry (right)
; ponders the advice
of his offensive
coordinator
GaJwy Fredrick.
Central fell to
Simon Fraser 25-11
in their
home opener.

Phimister wins
10,000
Central's cross-country squads,
after good opening performances
last weekend at Simon Fraser
University and Whitman College,
are entered in the prestigious Fort
Casey Invitaional this Saturday at
Whidby Island.
The Fort Casey meet is the
premier cross-country race in the
Pacific Northwest each fall.
The Wildcat men's team, eighth
nationally last year, wontheSimon
Fraser Invitational Saturday. Phil
Phimister won the me~'s open division to pace CWU. Phimister was
timed in a near-record 30:44 over
the 10,000 meter layout.
The Wildcats showed good depth
also taking the 5th, 7th, 2oth, 27th,
37th, 42nd, 55th and 66th positions
out of 86 runners.
"I was most impressed with our
pace and the intensity with which
we competed," coach Spike Arlt
said. "Our team reported back
from sununer training in excellent
shape. The extra mile in the 10,000
was a good test for us."
Last year Central finished third
at Fort Casey. "We should be right
in there (competing for the title),"
Arlt said.

Field Hockey boasts veteran team

The five-man women's team is
also entered at Fort Casey.
Coach Jan Boyungs' squad
finished second last weekend in the
Whitman Invitational.
"We had a good day," Boyungs
said. "I was pleased with our two
freshmen (Carol Christensen and
Jill Gunderson). They should really be tough by regionals."
· "Laura (Myers) and Kitty
(Teller) ran strong throughout the
race,'' Boyungs said.
, Myers was Central's 1st finisher.
She was third overall in 16:55.
Christensen placed 5th in 17:14.
Whitworth ·was the team winner
with 27 points and Central was 2nd
with 59.

Central Washington University's She is looking for her team to be ! get into the game with more intengoal is to win more field hockey more aggressive, pursue more and 1sity.
games than it loses this fall, coach
Jean Putnam said.
That may not seem like a lofty
goal, but Putnam hopes it is a
realistic one. Last year, with practically an entire new squad, the
. Wildcats were winless in 21 matches. Three of the games ended in
ties.
''In the 10 years I've coached .
field hockey here, this is the most i
. returning playes we've had. We
i also have six or seven recruits for
a squad of 21 or 22," Putnam said.
"We would like to have 26 so we
could have two full squads to
scrimmage with~ "
Putnam has been pleased with
; the progress of the new players.
·
· I

•BOOKS
o PRINTS

•COFFEE
•TEA

--~ilMl--llm--~- t~

utton"s

202 E. FOURTH St.
962-2375

~~}DIAMONDS

INDBREAK CAF

/;~., .•...~~''

Watch} .and
Jewelry Repairing

.. ~l\~GE;o
o~ .TACO . ~s

'i Homestyle cooking is our speciality
i ~e offer good prices
~A good meal away ~om home

+
. _ :.' .

.rides Department

. Specializing ·in:

Homemade
Pies
-~-Cinnamon Rolls
Homestyle Daily
,-~
. Sp~ci~ . .
---

-

Come see our

China

~ot frozen, hut ~

and
Fall Prom
z1sri'm 1Jesi

····· ~~·

FRESH

.

'fries and hashhrowns
1602

w-. ath

%2-9946 .'

1

Watch for coupon special
.next week!

1

. Clip out for a free small beverage
with purchase
,~->"" ~:-.°'~ ~ \. -. now Serving Breakfast
t
.1
·,
Everyday with\ Full Se-rvice
..
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THINKING KNOWS NO AGE!

WOW, OG; YOU 'WERE \ME l='\~T TO \N\'ENT
FIRE AHt>l~E ""'-'EEL ... SUT YOU'VE
OUTDONE YOURSELF~ 1\-E INVENTION
OF"TI-£ ~YCLE ~

Open Mondoy th•u Sotu•doy

h.. j
~

.. ~uf(oti~~

~.

~
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A Fine Restaurant
.402 N. Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg

Reservations accepted·925·65.45

Year after year, semester after
semester, the CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has been the
• most accepted, most popular pla_n
on campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster

Eli#JFli#l~@i#lr#l@r#lr#lr¥1r#lr#lr#lr¥1r¥1@i#li#li#lr#Jr#Jr#Jr#lr

welcome
fia ll
.
',
Students

Field Associate in your area:
925-4175.

Part & Full Time
Barmaids ,

Rick Sa&tld

, Don Cleman
~ ~5-4175 '

at the

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN

962-9292'

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
706 8th-Avenue ,

In the Plaza , ·

SPOKANE AP-Baffled for more
than a year by two unsolved killings, Spokane police say they hope
to find new leads in a newly lawich-

!!ur~~~~rt

to tap underground

Secret Witness, a program launched by the Spokane Daily Chronicle, offers cash rewards of up to
$1,000 to anonymous tipsters providing information on crimes.
The first two cases for which
rewards will be offered are the
Jan. 17, 1979, shotgun slaying of
Kay Marlene Devine, a telephone
operator, and the Nov. 6, 1979
shooting of David C. Miller, 28, _of
Davenport.

HELP -WANTED
"21" or over

R ewa rd
offered

'C

Miller was found dead on the
floor of the 7-Eleven store at which
he worked, the apparent victim of
a robbery.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAr • DAT• OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
NAT'L MED BOS ,
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB• NPB-t • NLE

~.ff. lfllPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ,
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 193$
For information. Please Call:

925-9921 •

rm........am. . . .m1m11m1:m:ia:. . . .1:1a. . . . . _ . _

l2061 s2s.1111

New Location!
, 415 No. Main
925-4525
~\\, .Trade, -& Gille C

o/Jate
~,~'\lo~
SpOrting Goods, .·
'l'llJ loll.tis
4t\ · Buns, Stereo Equipment, Jeuelery,
•
Guitars, Watches.
. .. , , , ' ';:J"

B.J.'s· Pawn Shop

SPECIAL
3 piece chicken
w/fries
.
.normally $2. 95
-· now $1.95
\

',.

1
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Vashon man head of Rainier commercials
SEATTLE AP· Undoubtedly, 'Northwest forest; braying out
you've seen Terry Heckler's com- "Rayayayayayayayay-neeeeeer",
mercials in print or on TV. They're or the running of the Rainiers, or
not the kind that cause an exodus the announcement of the starting
line-up of a living room beer drinkto the bathroom or kitchen.
,In fact, for some dedicated fans, ing team complete with cheers?
The creator of these bits of
Heckler's Rainier Beer spots
highlight an eveniil.g of tube- fantasy-run-amok is a 37-year-old
viewing and are more eagerly an- Vashon Island resident who heads
ti ci pated than the shows up an 11-person marketing comm un ic a ti ons firm, Heckler
themselves.
Who could forget such classics Associates.
soft-spoken
Heckler is an
as: Tarzan swinging through a
. earnest
_, ...
.

individual who has a masters
degree in design. ms conversation
is an uneasy cross between
marketing . jargon and improvisational comedy. And, despite the
impression people may have gotten from his ads, he says he considers his work to be a serious exercise in marketing commwlications.
"I suppose everyone thinks- I
wonder what everyone thinks- that
someone comes up ~th all_the in-

'Western Onion' in court
SPOKANE AP-The angry . president of a small off-beat singing
messenger service says he will
take on Western Union in U.S.
District Court to keep his firm's
name.
Western Onion, a Spokane-based
company which features burly
bearded men in ballerina tutus,
had earlier announced it would
change its name to "Tutu's Singing
Messengers'' following legal

"Since the name change of West
;pressure from the giant comOnion was made pub.Uc two weeks
mwlications coworation.
Western Unfon claimed Western before the filing of ·this suit, our
Onion was treading on its position is.that the suit's only purtrademark. And in spite of ·the pose is to intimidate, harass and
planned name change, Western discredit our company," Jasper
Union filed a suit last week. ·
said.
The suit seeks damages against
Western Onion President Robert
L. Jasper, who uses the name, western Onion for unfair competi"Tuto Phyllis,'' said he has now tion and demands an accounting of
decided_to "vigorouly defend our · the messenger service's profits.
position in court.''
·

teresting ideas and that we're just
kind of off-the-wall characters sitting around drinking beer,'' he
sighs.
Actually Heckler and four other
members of the firm's .creative
staff study the client's product,
detennine the target market and
perform other· routine marketing
chores. They also get together,

Red zone to open·
VANCOuVER, AP-The public may Monday a decision on the proposal
be allowed to within 10 miles of was up to · Gov. Dixy Lee Ray,
Mount St. Helens, as Washington although the width of the corridor
officials are considering a public- was still undecided.
Cougar has been within the
access corridor to the small town
of Cougar, southwest of the restricted "red zone," and barred
volcano.
to public access since the volcano's
Dave Guier, chief of the Depart- May 18 massive eruption, which ofment of Emergency· Services · ficials say killed 31 people and left
operations center in Olympia, said . 32 missing.

In the Roadrunner·Room -

3-legged cat beatS eviction

· - _ NATCHEZ, Miss. AP- Tripod the
·tomcat, Natchez City Hall's threelegged mascot; has beaten an eviction threat and won a major conc~~ion from Mayor Tony Byrne.
Tripod get to stay on at · his
adopted home, with Byrne agreeing to feed the striped feline and
tend to its litter box.
"I firmly believe that _it would be
a traumatic experience for Tripod,
as it would be for any politician, to
leave City Hall after staying here
for a whole year," Byrne said
Tuesday after city department
chiefs voted to allow the cat to
stay.
"Besides," Byrne said, "out of

.,

9 -1 :30
Fri - Sat - nights

The Kittitas County H.ealth Department
offers these services:

open

YEARLY EXAMS
BIRTH CONTROL
CANCER SCREENING
,PREGNANCY
TESTING
VD TESTING &
TREATMENT
COUNSELING

•••legs again
JAY, Okla. AP- A deputy sheriff
played a hunch and found $8,000 inside the artificial leg of a man arrested in connection with a $45,000
theft.
Robert Yancey, 63, was jailed
· last week.· "I knew he had an artificial leg. I knew there was a hole
inside it and I knew him," said
Deputy Bill Loux. Loux said he
fowid a cache of $100 and $50' bills
inside the plastic leg.
The $45,000 was taken Aug~ 31
·from Grov~'s Koffee Kup ~afe and
from the home of the ca f e owners,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve WilL.ams.

Silver Star

all the employees at City Hall, Tripod. Byrne Said the cat even
Tripod is the only one who doesn't recieved a plastic bag full of catnip
in ·the mail.
talk back to me."
"At least I think it was catnip,"
City officials were besieged with
phone calls arid letters from people Byrne said. "Our police are
around the nation offering to adopt analyzing it now."
\ Dl!l!l!l!~~~mi~mi~mi~m~ii!IZii=zz=~
·
·
In Need of Family Planning Services?
:
·
,

CHILDREN BY CHOICE ...
NOT BY CHANCE'
925-1465
· 507 Nanum
\.

usually at an · early hour, to
brainstorm creative ideas.
· All in all, it's not a terribly exciting job. "When I explain,
everyone-'' Heckler ·stopped and
acted out the part of a bored
listener- leaned back in his chair,
rolled his eyes skyward and stifled
a yawn.

Weekends - 24 .hrs.
W ~ekdays - Midnight
Breakfast anytime of the day
order your favorite sandwichs· ·
Steak, Seafood, Prime Rib

The Crossroads

EXPONENTIAL, MY
DEAR WATSON

4
~
~. ~~

' If you have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate education ahead, and you keep getting clues
~
~
that your money Is running short, then a tw<h'(ear Air '
41.
-.iSil"'.,..,._
Force ROTC scholarship may be the solution.
~.,,,,,.
Currently we're seeking young men and women
._.... ._.._
who would like to serve their nation as Air Force Officers.
Consequently, if you're majoring in a selected technlcaV
non-technical .scientific, nursing, or pre-medical field~ or
can ·qualify for pilot, navigator, or missile training, then you
'-.
may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship. The
·
·
·
scholarship pays ~ur tuition, lab fees, (plus inc~ental fees),
.
,
books, an~ $100"'j>er Month tax free. And even if you don't qualify for'the two-year scholarship, you still receive the $100 a .
month while enrolle~ In the Air Force ROTC two-yearprQgram.
_
. ·
· ·
..
·
What do we ask in return? That you serve America at least four years as on Air Force officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor
has the details and qualification requirements. Check it·out. It might even make your education finances seem elementary.
·:

." Our .business is

going. places" ·

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

.See Lt Col Dav:e Hubbard or Capt Ken- Emery in Peterson Hall 203 about your
futu
F
t
·r Force. Or call us at 963-2314. We'll help you
decide if a scholarshi.J can be yours and
if the Air Force is i ~ ;o~r future.

B.OTC
Gateway to a great way of life.
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Student attends U.N. conference
.

Central student Kazi Ahmed was
one of 67 students from 42 countries
who participated in a United Nations graduate study program during July in Switzerland.
Convening in Geneva's Palais
des Nations, birthplace of the U.N.:
the two-week conference was sponsored by the U.N. Information Service.
Ahmed is a candidate for a
bachelor's degree in business administration and economics, planning to complete his studies at Central in December.
Ahmed, who grew up in
Bangladesh, came to the U.S. in
1976. He plans to pursue a graduate
degree in international economics,
and would like to work afterwcv_:ds·

with a U.N. agency, like the World
Health Organization.
Dipping into his savings and borrowing to make up the.balance required for the trip, Aluned said
"Geneva is the most expensive city
in the world."
By staying with a U.N. official
during the two-week session, he
kept his expenses within his student budget.
U.N. officials, experts and consultants discussed with the
students topics centering around
the development of global energy
sources.
The participants, in turn,
developed position papers after
workshop sessions on subjects like
disarmament, human rights pro-

.

tection and the fight against apartheid.
''All of our plenary sessions were
conducted both in English and
French, although for our
workshops we were divided into
two language groups," Ahmed
said.
"It was a great feeling to consider important questions on an international level,'' he said
"Everything we discussed was on
a broad scale, not considering just
an individual nation's interests."
Most of the students attending
the conference were Ph.D. candidates in their mid-20's, Ahmed
said. "To be with students from
Oxford and Cambridge, to express
my opinions and to have them

count, that was the most exciting
part of the whole conference.''
"Before the Geneva meeting, I
was ignorant about many global
problems. I learned in a hurry how
interdependent the world's nations
are," Ahmed noted.
A major frustration for him was
the short time participants had to
spend on each major topic. "We
could have debated something like
renewable sources of energy for
months, yet we had only a few days
to devote to our study," he said.

economics learned from others
majoring in physical and social
sciences,'' he explained.
Aluned recommended his swnmer experience to other U.S.
students. He noted interested persons should apply to the U.N. by
January for the 1981 session.
The U. N. has sponsored
graduate study programs since
1950. Two are offered each year, in
Geneva and at U.N. headquarters
in New York.

One exciting aspect of the conference was that studentS from difStudent participants are selected
ferent academic disciplines added for their motivation, academic exexpertise to the discussions. perience and career aspirations,
· "Those well versed in law or acco~~g to a U.N. spokesman.

Brothers in triplicate
NEW YORK AP - Adoptee
Robert Shafran went to College
and learned he had an identical
twin, . Eddy Gelland. That was a
surprise. The shocker came when
they learned a third man was using
their face.
David Kellman walked into the
lives of his long-lost brothers last
week after he looked in a mirror
and saw a face identical to those in
a newspaper photograph of the two
just-united 19-year-olds.
The triplets, adopted at birth by ,
three different families, have
spent the days since the discovery
getting to know each other and get. ting used to the idea that they have
mirror images.
"It is a new beginning for us," .
they said in a statement. "We love

"I opened the door and looked at
When Gelland heard the news, "I
couldn't believe it. I could not com- him and then I closed the door,"
prehend it. I sat there with my jaw Gelland said in describing the comhanging down for about 10 ic first meeting. "And then I opened it again and looked, and then did
minutes. I was in total awe."
A check with the adoption agen- it again."
cy confirmed that David was the
"I think the whole thing is
third survivor, and Kellman, a beautiful," he said.-"But it's also a
Queens College student, went to little bit spooky to know there is
Long Island to meet Gelland, a somebody exactly like you.''
Nassau Community College stu"All my lif~ I felt special and indent, on Friday.

·rh ere s. M. 0· re
Th an_· Tac· 0 ·s·'
at ·T,.(c··~o ·aell
1

dividual and now I meet someone
just like me - my own flesh and
blood,'' marveled Shafran, who is

order. Last January, Shafran
pleaded guilty to manslaughter in
a robbery incident in which an
elderly woman was beaten to
spending weekends helping crippl- death. A judge said Shafran did not
ed children under a probation play a major role in the incident.

"• ••••• •
•
•T
//~~- "'-""
7'

) "

each other and are veryhappy."
"They talk the same, they laugh ·
\;,.I ·
•
the same, they hold their cigaret- :
. r~---tes t~· same - it's uncanny/' said ·
~
.·
Claire Kellman, David's. mother.
~
"I coJl}dn't put up with one of them
For Your
~ .
and now I've got three."
~ ) · ·
Actually, the three should have
Convenience
been four, but another brother died
/.r
1
in childbirth at Long Island Jewish
(
•
•'
Hospital. The boys grew up aware
,\
theywereadoptedbutunawareof
10:3,0. t;J •.rn.-10:30p.m.
· ')
surviving siblings.
Thennenand'sbestfriend,astudent at Sullivan County Community College, noticed a startling
resemblance between a new stu/
dent, Robert Shafran of.Scarsdale,
·
and Gelland, who had returned to rr--....,,;;;m;;-:-~;;:;:;;;;--=;_-=;;.........;.=:;...-.;:::;......;...::::;::;...-J.________
his home in New Hyde Park.
A telephone conversation prompted a much-publicized reunion that
caught Kellman's eye Thursday.
He called Gelland's mother.
" You're not going to believe
this," he told her, "but my name is
David Kellman and I'm looking in
the mirror. I believe I'm the

/#?
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Getting a b~ccalaureate "degre.e should be the beginni~g.
not the end. Air Force ROTC at Central can help you to an
officer's career in the U.S. Air Force. We're looking for men
and women with any major, of any color or creed, flyers and.
non-flyers .. We are especially interested in veterans who want
. to return to the service. If you have two years remaining in
school' (for a BA or graduate work) you owe It to your self to ·
look into ROTC. It gives you a guaranteed, challenging job
upon leaving school, good .pay and benefits, and we'll even
pay you $100 a month while you are an ROTC cadet. You
may even qualify for a full scholarship (tuition, books, lab
' '· fees). Come in and talk with us or call!
·
lT'COLDAVE HUBBARD
D.e t 895 AFROTC
Peterson Ha11, Rm·203
. 963-2,3 14
.
.

HOTC

GC?tewoy too greot wa y 'o f' !ile.
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Centraline
Placement Registration

National Teachers Exams

I.eisurely

_

Students completing teacher , tional associatation for advice
:~Speaking
preparation programs and advanc- . about which exaininations to take
ed degree candidates in specific. and when to take them.
Leisurely Speaking is a new serThe NTE Bulletin of Information vice for students, faculty, staff,
fields may take the National
Teacher Examinations on any of contains a list of test centers and
programs and leisure activities.
three different test dates in 1980-81 . . general information about the exThe goal of the Leisurely SpeakThe tests will be givven November\ aminatfons, a~ well as a regi~tra- . ing program is to develop a pro8, 1980, February 21, 1981 and June 1 tion form. Copies may be obtamed
cess that will concentrate all infor20, 1981.
from college placement officers,
mation of · the classes, clubs,
Prospective registrants should school personnel departments, or
·seminars, workships, events,
Education Placement Orientation Meetings: (each meeting covers the contact the school districts in directly from National Teacher
scholarships, and other facets of
same material)
which they seek employment, state Examinations, Box 911, Educathe Leisure Service program into
Wednesday, Oct. 8
3-3:45 p.m., Black 102 agencies in which they seek cer- tional Testing Service, Princeton, . one form for ease of availability,
Thursday, Oct. 9
4-4:45 p.m., Black 102 tification or licensing, their col- New Jersey 08541
concentration of effort, student
Thursday, Oct. 9
7-7:45 p.m., Black 102 leges, or the appropriate educaresearch and to produce a
beneficial aid to faculty and staff
alike.
Leisurely Speaking is facilitated
,The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning & by Dave McDaniel and Lenn
Placement Center to interview interested candidates. · Brochures are
Outdoor Programs presents the Fish Lake Ovenight trip, a one night available. Sign-up schedules are.posted one week, to the day, before the Smith. The office is in Edison,
Room 201 and will be studentstay-over at beautiful Fish Lake. There are hiking trails available, rafts arrival of the interviewers on campus.
staffed
from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
for fishing or sunbathing, and there's plenty of fresh air to relax in.
The
first
big coming out party
Transportation, tents, and stoves will be provided. Bring your own food , tOct. 2*: Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Seattle, Washington
will be Oct. 31. There will be more .
and sleeping bag and dress for the weather. Cost is $5.50. Departure is
Accounting firm. Applications distributed on this date. Interviewing on deails on this in the next issue.
from the Tent 'n Tube at 3 p.m. Friday, Oct. 10 and you return 2 p.m. 10/17/80.
A thought: People with a vision
Saturday, Oct. 11. Get away from the start-of-the-quarter rush and join tOct. 2*: Peterson, Sullivan & Company, Seattle, Washington
see beyond themselves.
us. Everyone is welcome!
Accounting firm. Applications distributed on this date. Interviewing
on 10/30/80.
~ew
tOct. 2*: Touche Ross & Co., Seattle, Washington
Accounting fi~. Applications distributed on this date. Interviewing
on 10/22/80.
Oct. 7: U.S. Marine Corps
Gary L. Ikeda has been assigned
assistant attorney general for CenMarine Officer Program. SUB & Barge 105
GET THE SKINNY ... Avoid the "freshman 10"! Diet information is Oct. 13: ESCO Corporation, Portland, Oregon
· tral, effective Sept. 1.
now available, featuring: Calorie Counters, Diet alternatives, Facts and
Technology - Manuf (Planning-Steel Casting Division), Accounting President Donald Garrity was
, Accounting Division
recently notified by the office of
fallacies of weight control, Vegetarian diets, etc.
There will be a 6-week Behavior Modification workshop each quarter Oct. 14*: Weyerhaeuser Company
the Washington Attorney General
on "How to Control the Munchies". Class begins Oct. 7 at 3 or 4 p.m., call . Accounting Majors - Controller Division
that Ikeda will be headquartered
the Student Health Center for more information, 963-1881.
: Oct. 16*: Arthur Anderson & Co., Seattle, Washington
at the A.g.'s Education Division in
Di·Avc. c.ounnsting firm. Audit, Tax, Management Information Consulting Olympia as · of Sept. 1, then
1810
transferred to the Ellensburg cam.
pus after several months.
The Kittitas County Action Council announces with regret that the Com- j Oct. 16*: Boise Cascade, Boise, Idaho
munity Food and Nutrition Program is formally de-funded as of Oct. 1. ' Accounting Majors-Internal Auditors. 60-70 percent travel. French or
Ikeda, 30, is a graduate of the
The Action Council would like to remind everyone, however, that a wor- German language helpful-foreign audits.
University of .Washington and the
UW School of Law. The past four
thwhile program such as Community Food and Nutrition exists, not in Oct.16*: Arthur Young & Company
years, he has worked as an a8sisgovernment support, but in the energy and caring of people involved in : Accounting firm. Audit & Tax Divisions. West Coast.
the program. The Action Council will be employing a CETA person to contant attorney general, the last two
as assistant division ·chief of the
tinue such successful programs as gleaning, tool lending library and com- . •Accounting firm
munity gardening.
, tSpecial application deadline
Employment Security Division.
Your Action Council invites you to continue to volunteer your time and :
energy in carrying out all the programs of the Action Council. Call ·
925-1448 for information.

All 1980-81 graduates should establish credential files with the Career
Planning & Placement Center as soon as possible. Placement Orienta. tion Meetings will be held on the dates specified below to introdue our services and give step-by-step instructions to complete the credential file.
The credential file contains personal, academic and work-related experience information about you, along with recommendations. A copy of
the credential file is required by school districts as part of the application
process.

Career Planning No·w Interviewing

Fisli Lake Trip

Assistant

1AG

Diet Information :

Food and Nutrition Defunded ·.

0

Bi-Lingual Persons Needed
Spanish-speaking persons are needed as volunteers at Planned Paren- ·
thood.
After individualized training, volunteers· serve as interpreters, interviewers and counselors. Working hours are arranged to fit each
volunteer's schedule or volunteers may arrange to be on call.
Planned Parenthood has a particular need for persons fluent in both
Spanish and English. More information is available at 248-3625.

B~E

Club Meeting

The B & E Club will meet Thurs., Oct. 2 at 8:00 PM in the sub room 204.

Bomb linked
. to cancer?

·Classified Ads

FOR SALE
Canopy. Was used on short-box
Ford pickup. Could be used on standard size pickup. A-1 condition, two
interior lights, storage compartment,
insulated. Was camper for small
family. Good as new. $450. Phone:
962-9405.
Tutor/Co~panion/Housekeeper

PORTLAND, Ore. AP- Thirty- suffered the effects ofany radia- available (fulltime). Well· traveled,
fluent French, Phi Beta Kappa.
five years ago, U.S. Marine Cpl. tion.
Write: P.O.Box Q.91, Ellensburg.
Lyman Quigley arrived in
"DNA's extensive research over
Nagasaki,Japan, six weeks after the pat 10 months has disclosed no
America dropped the second and basis for concern by veterans of Addressers wanted immediatelyt
Central's "Kids Night Out" is being offered again this fall. There will last atomic bomb ever unleashed · the Hiroshima and Nagasaki ocWork at home-no experience
be activities such as games, arts and crafts, music, children's literature against an enemy.
cupation force over an increased necessary - excellent pay.
and lots more.
.
·
Write: National Service
Without so much as a mask, the risk of adverse health effects," the
9041 Mansfield
Children from 5-10 years of age are welcome to participate in the proSuite 2004
24-year-old Illinois farmboy drove Pentagon agency said.
gram, Friday nights 6-9: 30 p.m. in .Grupe Conference Center beginning
Shreveport, ;Louisiana 7lll8
near
the
center
of
the
The
repon
said research done by
a
bulldozer
Oct. 10. Pre-registration is required in the SUB Games Room. Admission
for children of Central students is $1.50 per child, facultyI staff is $2 per devastation. He was bivouacked at both U.S. and Japanese scientists
a nearby ~chool and drank water shows that the highest possible
child and cost for community children is $2.50.
YOUR GRADES!
from the city reservoir.
dose an individual could have been IMPROVE
Research catalog--306 pages--10,27.8
Quigley left Nagasaki with runn- exposed .to in Hiroshima and descriptive listings--Rush $1.00
Box _25097C, Los
ing sores on his head, and finally Nagasaki was less than one rem. . (refundable).
Angeles 90025. (213)477-8.
DNA spokesman :William
died earlier this year at age 54 of
his fifth heart attack, says his M_cGhee said the internationally
accepted safety standard-for max- CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
The CWU Student Council of International Reading Association will widow, Bernice.
"His whole body was like a man imum radiation exposure for on brand name hard or soft lens suphave their first meeting Tuesday, Octo~r 14th, at 7 p.m. in the .Grupe
Conference Center.
"
, in his 70s," she says. "It was workers is five rems a year. A rem plies. Send for free illustrated
Contact Lens Supplies, Box
Headlining ·Ute.program will be Dr. Iton Caples-Osorio, who will
everything - his heart, his lungs. is the standard measurement of · catalog.
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
on the topic "Memories to Read By".
,
He was an old man."
radiation exposure for humans.
Everyone is wel~ome to a~end.
More than 130 claims for comThat conclusion is stunning to
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
··
·
·
pensation have been filed with the people like Delores Clapp, Hood round Europe, S. Amer., Australia,
Asia. All Fields $500·$1200 monthly,
Equipnu~nt? '.
u.s. veteran's Administration by River, Ore., whose husband Ralph . expenses
Sightseeing. Free InAmerican veterans of Nagasaki or Sheridan Clapp, also was a ·v eteran formation,paid.
write IJC Box 52·WA3,
Do you have any~ used ..skiing equipment you would like to Unload?
Hiroshima. Not one .has been of Nagasaki. He died in 1979 of a Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
rare blood disease that has only
University Recreation is giving you that opportunity. NOVEMBER 19, granted.
1980 during the EXTRAVA-SKI-GANZA SKI SHOW, we will have a table
And in a report issued last been detected in about 100 other · RUMMAGE SALE
set up in the TENT 'N TUBE Rental Shop to sell equipment for you. Bring month, the Defense Nuclear Agen- people in the past 30 years.
Unusual assortment of household
"If Shen'dan hadn't been m
·
items. Thurs. Oct. 11, 915, dFriday
your ski equipment in the-afternoon of-November 18th or anytime the 19th. Cy ..... id there was little chance any
.-u
Oct. 12, 9 112. Commer~ial buil ing at
Each piece of equipment must have identification. Everyone welcome! ! of the veterans - about 20,000 dur- Nagasaki, he would have been here the Fairgrounds (under Grandstand.)
Bring it in and_ma~e BIG BUCKS!!!
ing a ~ix-month period - could have to see his grandson," she says.
. . 6th Street entrance. Ellensburg.

Kids Nighl Out

Student Council Meet~g

· SelJ.hig Ski

.·

October 2, 1980
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WE DELIVER

925-1111

925-2222

5:00 P.M.

~

2:00--

A~M.

HAPPY HOURS

, i i n llt;
925-11, 1

DAIL y -

3-5

q

925-2222

WE DELIVER

TUESDAY
TOOFERS

5:00 P.M. · 2:00 A.M. DAILY
HOLIDAY
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CRISIS LINE

1 or 2 Items

925-4111
HOSPITAL
112-1141
HEALTH-CENTER
HS.1811

3 Item Combo
or V99ie
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Peppemni • s.,..,,. • Mll!llwooms • Bleck OMl9S
Canadian Bacon • G,..,, Peppels e OnioM
Pineepple • Fresh Tom.toes • Shtfmp

C"-

your ingredients for your f>IZZA. And you rney order your
PIZZA with diffenint ingredients on wdl hllf. Find the epproprilte sin
according to vcur groups' appetite.

8"
. 10"
12"
14"

, ... Pim - - 4-1 '*'°"'
Super Pim - - 6-7 .......
24" Pim - - 7.9 .......

Pizza ....- 1 . . , _
Pizza Mn. 1-2 penons

Pizza..,... 2-3 penonsPizza sena 3-4 penons

HWS18
PLACEMENT
Hs-1121
UBRARY
Hs-1121

PRODUC110N LAB

f
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J
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f

NICHCM.SON PAY.
ADlllSSIONS
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salads
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26 11 1e 29 •

.. ,. a
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lllUt
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I

1

7
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15 16 17
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.ss ...1

Colle

A VISIT TO T1tE SALAD llAll. ..
.-ydliy -

.45 . . . . . .

Sprite

, _ . dillerenl -

ol-lo-y<>u.W'/04lho<sl
,,,,_..,•ol'f04lcholc•
REOULAA
Wini lllEAl

Sl .35
JUNE
T W

•

Mr. Nib
Root beer

.ts

•

f

S

5

6

8 • • • • 13

18 19 20
11 11 i i 1• 25 16 27
28 10 30

THERE. WILL BE A
$5 00 CHARGE ON
ALL CHECKS
RETURNED

'

CHAfEAU STt MICHHLE
SEMlllON BLANC

Hs-1211
S

HEIDILllRG • SCHLITZ
SCHLITZ MALT LIOUOI IUll

HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD

3.tS

Us

3.95

MOUTON CAOEf

us
4,)5

3.to

Tmb
Root Blier

41

RIUNITE
lAMllUSCO

S.70

Onnge
F..-:a

45

RIUf'~ITf

Gnpe
.__ Plbb

•o

A.M&ASSA.OOR
FAENCH COLOMIAftO

97

TtUTONIA
t,.IEIS:RAMIL(H

(HAILIS

JAJt i11 °"I

Pn'CHEfl

BAL

S2&0

u

12

oo

u

75

BOTTLES AND CANS .85

a.:o

HEIOELBEllG

SCHUTZ
SCHUTZ LIGHT
OLD MILWAUKEE
TUBORG
COLT 06
SCHUTZ BULL
COLUMBIA
ERLANGER
TUBORG DARK

IMPORTS
CARLSBERG DARK 11.00 •

BEER TO QOI
(COMPARE OUR PRICES TO STORE PRICES)
6·PACK U.50
HALF CASE M .75
FULL CASE St.25

A.MIA.SSA.DOR

CAIUtNET SAUVIGNON
70

.75

Wl\TCN FOR WEEKLY
SPECIALS ON Cl\SES TO GO FOR 17.75

us

Beverages
OTHHWINES

Baked and Garnished with Cheese, Pickle$,
Tomatoes and Onions. Served with Potato Chips.

<lO

9CHUTJ·aJU.

3.70

BIANCO

&'i

MUOl~JllO

CARLSBERG LIGHT

A Hot Sandwich of Your Choice

MEDIUM
$2.95

us

9C't400NlA

CHATEAU STE MICHELLE

HOUSE OF ltOTHSCHILO
BORDEAUX

Quench

ON TAP ..•

AOTTll

(Mlll.AVINI
LAMIRUSCO

Diel Root Beer
Hawailn PUnctt

F~out

•onu

38

.so

Sprile

GRINDERS
Beel ,. Vegle

Canadian Bacon ,.

SMALL
$1.95

.,.

40

C....Ot
Coke

Strawberry

.SS . . .

lone 1wne ltwoughl
T

(HA.TEA.USU MICHELLE
JOHANNISIERG RIESLING

37

MAY

5

GLAU
1

CNENINBLANC

Please allow 30 minutes for your Custom Pina
20 minutes for Grinders

Beer

All NEW SELECTIONS I

DEAN OF STU. Dn.
Hs-1115
Hs-1111

The most popular pizza is the "COMBO:" Pepperoni, ~.
Mushrooms and Black Olives. You m.y allo order with ··exrr.••

MENU

Wine

11s.1n1 ·

S

19 iD 11 21 13 H
20 17 18 19 JO

~" ~lit

Hs-1111
HOUSING
Hs-1111
COUNIEUNG

APRIL
M

.. ,.1.lt 1q,

Hs-1 . .2

FINANCIAL AIDS

of any ittfm you choos41.
~-

Oct 18th

TRANSCWTS

HINTS ON ORDERING PIZZAS

fEBIUARY
~

HARDCORES

REGISTRAR
Hs.1U1

S
6
• • • • IS

n

With A Toofer

SHERFF

4 - 5 Items

OECfMIER
I W
T I
1 )
•
5

14

-2 for I Schooners

925-HH -

NOVEMlfR

Mon-Fri

PINK CMA.8LIS

IWIGUNDV

VIN ROSE

l.OGANHR"Y

'

COFFEE

.35

MILK

SPRITE
MR. PIBB
COKE
SMALL 35
MEDIUM 45

40

ROOTBEER
LARGE .55

PER GLASS .90

LARGE
$3.75

CANS OF POP;

1~8t~S 'rtt
t~tt I
-- - -

I :"' ___ ----- - - --

WE DELI

COKE

QUENCH

GRAPE

SPRITE

TAB

.io

ORANGE

CHET ROOT BEER

ROOTBEEFI

HAWAIIAN PUNCl-4

,1

R!!!

5 p.1n. TILL 2 a.ni. DAILY

925-111.1
Keg To Go Special
Heidelbe~g Reg. 34.00

Schlitz
Bull Ponies
Schlitz
Bull

29.95
·· 35.00 Weknd.31.95
37.00
33.95
24.00 ·
25.00

This

GRINDERS

- A HOT SANDWICH MADE ON FRENCH WITH
~MAYO, YOUR CHOICE OF CANADIAN BACON,
ROAST BEEF, OR VEGIE, TOPPED WITH
PIZZA CHEESE, COOKED AND GARNISHED
WITH/PICKLES, ONIONS, AND TOMATOES,
_SERVED WITH POTATO CHIPS

21.95
22.95 , THE SANDWICH G<JRMETS DELIGHT

~i~)!~e!~n!a~°lfl! L:a J~1!::i 2~2~tl :a :a :a a

a a

